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ABSTRACT
This paper presents accurate homogeneous positions, velocities and other perti-
nent properties for 460 newly discovered and 169 previously known planetary nebulae
(PNe) in the central 25deg2 bar region of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). Can-
didate emission sources were discovered using a deep, high resolution Hα map of the
LMC obtained by median stacking a dozen 2 hour Hα exposures taken with the UK
Schmidt Telescope (UKST). Our spectroscopic followup of more than 2,000 compact
(ie. <20 arcsec) Hα emission candidates uncovered has tripled the number of PNe
in this area. All of the 169 previously known PNe within this region have also been
independently recovered and included in this paper to create a homogeneous data
set. Of the newly discovered PNe, we classify 291 as “true”, 54 as “likely” and 115
as “possible” based on the strength of photometric and spectroscopic evidence. Ra-
dial velocities have been measured using both weighted averaging of emission lines
and cross-correlation techniques against high quality templates. Based on the median
comparison of the two systems, we define a measurement error of ±4 km s−1. A new
velocity map of the central 25 deg2 of the LMC, based on results from the combined
new and previously known PNe, is presented, indicating an averaged heliocentric ve-
locity differential of 65 kms−1 perpendicular to the line of nodes for the entire PN
population across our survey area. Averaged velocities of our PNe and molecular hy-
drogen (from the literature) across 37 × 37 arcmin sub areas are compared. The PNe
are found to have a higher vertical velocity dispersion than the H i disk to a maximum
of 10 times the spread of the H i disk, in keeping with the findings of Meathering-
ham et al. (1988). In addition, moving out from the main bar, we find that the PNe
population follows a plane which is somewhat warped in relation to the H i disk. We
estimate the total PN population of the entire LMC system, based on our Requiv Hα
limiting magnitude of ∼22, to be 956±141.
Key words: Planetary Nebulae, Large Magellanic Cloud, Surveys, Kinematics and
dynamics.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Large Magellanic Cloud may hold the answers to many
questions regarding the physical properties of planetary neb-
ulae (PNe) due to it’s known distance of 50kpc (Madore &
Freedman 1998, Mould et al. 2000) and low reddening en-
vironment (e.g. Kaler & Jacoby, 1990). The LMC is essen-
tially a thin (∼500pc) disk inclined at only 35 degrees to
our line of sight (van der Marel & Cioni 2001) so all LMC
PNe can be considered to reside at a similar distance. This
⋆ e-Mail: warren@ics.mq.edu.au; tosame@bigpond.net.au
† e-Mail: qap@ics.mq.edu.au
provides a single environment in which PN mass loss history
(and hence that of intermediate to low mass stars) can be
studied in detail in the context of both stellar and galactic
evolution (Jacoby, 2006).
The central 25deg2 of the LMC galaxy is able to be
imaged in its entirety with a wide-field telescope such as
the UK Schmidt Telescope (UKST). Furthermore, it is suf-
ficiently close to enable PNe to be detected and resolved
using current ground-based telescopes. Prior to our recent
work, the number of LMC PNe remained modest (∼300)
and comprised a small fraction of the expected total (es-
timated at 1000 ± 250, Jacoby 1980, ∼3000 Frew, private
communication). However, a large fraction of all LMC PNe
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in the central bar region has now been discovered. With this
large and varied population, meaningful quantitative deter-
minations of the PN luminosity function, distribution, abun-
dances, excitation ratios, kinematics and crucially mass-loss
history, can be estimated precisely for the first time.
We used specially constructed deep, homogeneous,
narrow-band Hα and matching broad-band ‘SR’ (Short Red)
maps of the entire central 25 deg2 of the LMC (for de-
tails, see Parker et al. 2005). The survey used an excep-
tional quality, monolithic, 70A˚ FWHM Hα interference fil-
ter (Parker & Bland-Hawthorn 1998) and fine grained Tech-
Pan film as detector (Parker and Malin 1999) to yield maps
with a powerful combination of sensitivity, resolution and
area coverage. These unique maps were obtained by co-
adding twelve well-matched UKST 2-hour Hα exposures
and six 15-minute equivalent SR-band exposures on the
same field, taken over a 3 year period. The ‘SuperCOS-
MOS’ plate-measuring machine at the Royal Observatory
Edinburgh (Hambly et al. 2001) scanned, co-added and pixel
matched these exposures creating 10µm (0.67 arcsec) pixel
data which goes 1.35 and 1 magnitudes deeper than in-
dividual exposures, achieving the full canonical Poissonian
depth gain, e.g. Bland-Hawthorn, Shopbell & Malin (1993).
This gives a depth ∼21.5 for the SR images and Requiv ∼22
for Hα (4.5 × 10−17ergs cm−2 s−1 A˚−1) which is at least
1-magnitude deeper than the best wide-field narrow-band
LMC images previously available. The influence of variable
stars was alleviated and emulsion defects removed by me-
dian stacking exposures taken over the 3 year period. An
accurate world co-ordinate system was applied by matching
small point sources across an astrometrically calibrated Su-
perCOSMOS sub-image to the same point positions on the
SR and Hα UKST stacked images. This yielded sub-arcsec
astrometry, essential for success of the spectroscopic follow-
up observations.
Prior to these results there have been 7 kinematic stud-
ies of the LMC PNe population which in total represent
∼138 objects. We present new, high quality radial velocities
for the 168 previously known and 424 of the newly discovered
PNe, thereby providing a 400% increase in LMC PN veloc-
ity data. Since LMC PNe are an object population with an
intermediate age between H i clouds with young star clus-
ters and the old population II clusters, the extra velocity
data is serving to answer questions regarding different LMC
rotation solutions and velocity gradients for different popu-
lations of different ages (Freeman, Illingworth and Oemler
(1983); Meatheringham et al. (1988). Radial velocities from
our large numbers of new LMC PNe have enabled us to dis-
tinguish velocity gradients for the young and old PNe popu-
lations, the results of which may be applied to the kinematic
movement of stellar populations.
1.1 Candidate Selection Technique
The full 25 deg2 area of our LMC deep map was subdivided
into 16 separate, non overlapping image cells on a 4 x 4
grid, each with x and y dimensions of approximately 1◦18′.
Candidate emission sources were found within each cell us-
ing an adaptation of a technique available within KARMA
(Gooch 1996). The SR and Hα narrow-band greyscale FITS
image maps were each assigned an individual colour. We
chose red for the SR map and blue for the Hα map. Care-
ful selection of software parameters allowed the intensity of
each map to be perfectly balanced allowing only peculiari-
ties of one or other pass-band to be observed and measured.
Stars without strong emission lines, become a uniform, com-
bined colour while emission objects remain the assigned Hα
colour. PNe and other compact emission objects gained a
distinctive ‘halo’ defined by the colour assigned to the Hα
image. For more details on the method, see Reid & Parker
(2006)(RP1 hereafter).
2 SPECTROSCOPIC FOLLOWUP
OBSERVATIONS
Having identified more than 2,000 compact (dia. 620 arc-
sec) emission sources in the LMC, spectra were required
to confirm emission character and object types. A major
spectral confirmation program was undertaken in Novem-
ber and December 2004 comprising 5 nights using 2dF on
the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT), 7 nights using the
1.9m at South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO), 3
nights using the FLAMES multi-object spectrograph on the
ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT) UT2 and 7 nights using
the 2.3m Australian National University (ANU) telescope at
the Siding Spring Observatory (SSO). Finally, in February,
2005 we used 6dF on the UKST over three half nights as
a final high dispersion multi-object follow-up. For the pur-
pose of this paper we are presenting results obtained from
the AAT and VLT with added confirmation from the 1.9m
SAAO and 2.3m SSO observations. In addition, the VLT
spectra, which probe faint emission lines in a sub-sample of
the newly identified PNe, plus the UKST 6dF high resolu-
tion results, will be the subject of a further paper in this
series (Reid & Parker in prep).
In Table 1 we briefly give details regarding the spectro-
scopic follow-up observations, most of which are described
in this paper. The field names are observation identifications
or object names in the case of the 2.3m observations. The
first three 2dF fields, named ST.., are service time runs and
were also the subject of RP1. Observations using 2dF on the
AAT are named A through to O and FLAMES observations
on the VLT are named 1 to 9. The fields for each of these
multi-fibre observations have different central coordinates.
The FLAMES observations were centred on several of the
densest areas of the main bar.
2.1 2dF Observations
For the 2dF (Lewis et al. 2002) observations, all 2,000 se-
lected emission sources were plotted over the LMC in order
that central positions for the 2 degree diameter fields might
be most efficiently determined. An algorithm produced by
the Anglo-Australian Observatory (AAO) based on simu-
lated annealing was also used to establish the optimum tiling
in order to minimise the number of 2dF pointings and max-
imise the areal coverage. The simulation confirmed that 15
2dF field set-ups would be required to cover all the objects
in the 25 deg2 field. Due to the 2dF fields being circular
there was considerable overlap of observations resulting in
many objects within the central bar being observed up to
three times. These multiple observations of the same object
from different fields at different positions on the 2dF field
c© 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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Table 1. Observing Logs for LMC Planetary Nebulae.
Field Name Telesc. Date Grating Dispersion Central Texp Nexp Nobj
Dispenser A˚/pixel λ (A˚) s
ST1 AAT 26 Nov-03 300B 4.299 5841 1500 2 131
ST2 AAT 26 Nov-03 300B 4.299 5841 1500 2 80
ST3 AAT 15 March-03 300B 4.299 5852 1800 2 81
a1550,061-213 1.9m 09-13 Nov-04 300 5 5800 800 2 11
a1550,214-324 1.9m 11-15 Nov-04 1200 1 6563 1000 2 10
FLAMES 1-9 VLT 5-7 Dec-04 LR2 0.339 4272 1000 3 420
FLAMES 1-9 VLT 5-7 Dec-04 LR3 0.339 4797 1000 3 420
FLAMES 1-9 VLT 5-7 Dec-04 LR6 0.339 6822 1000 3 420
2dF A-O AAT 13-16 Dec-04 300B 4.3 5852 1200 3 3603
2dF-1200R A-O AAT 17-18 Dec-04 1200R 1.105 6793.51 1200 2 3303
RP 2.3m 07-18 Jan-05 600R+B 2.2 4600 + 6563 900 2 56
6dF 1-3 UKST 3-5 Feb-05 425R 0.62 6750 600 3 573
6dF 1-3 UKST 3-5 Feb-05 580V 0.62 4750 600 3 573
plate using different fibres were considered beneficial as an
internal check on data integrity.
For each 2dF field position observed, 400 objects at a
time including targets, guide stars and dedicated sky fibres
could be allocated onto an interchangeable field plate and
sent to 2 spectrographs, each of which images 200 fibres.
An algorithm in the 2dF CONFIGURE program allocated the
fibres to the input positions, giving priority to objects as
specified in the input file. In several instances, candidate
sources could not be configured due to adjacent spacing con-
straints for 2dF fibre buttons. After all 15 fields had been
observed twice for combining, three fields were re-observed
twice in order to include candidates which had been omitted
due to crowding. All 21 2dF 300B fields observed provided
us with effectively ∼4,000 spectra. Each field was observed 2
or 3 times for the purpose of combination. Individual expo-
sure times were mostly 1200s using the 300B grating with a
central wavelength of 5852A˚ and wavelength range 3600-
8000A˚ at a dispersion of 4.30A˚/pixel. The service time
spectra (ST1-ST3) had longer exposure times (1500s and
1800s). These low-resolution observations, at 9.0A˚ FWHM,
were used as the primary means of object classification.
All 15 fields including the three repeated fields, were
then re-observed twice using the 1200R high resolution grat-
ing with a central wavelength of 6793A˚. These observations
cover a range 6200-7300A˚ with a dispersion of 1.10A˚/pixel
and resolution of 2.2A˚ FWHM which cleanly separates the
[S ii]6716 and 6731 lines used for electron density determi-
nation. The high resolution spectra were also used for deter-
mination of systemic velocities as described in section 4.3.
In all we had 7521 high and low resolution object spectra
from 2dF observations.
2.2 Accuracy of Fibre Positioning
The accuracy of fibre positioning on a target is dependent
upon the accuracy of the guide star positions, the central
position for each source to be observed and accuracy of the
robotic arm which places the fibres onto the field plate. Ac-
curate astrometry for all objects (to 0.67 arcsec) were ob-
tained using our SuperCOSMOS digitised Hα map and the
co-ordinate solution applied directly to it. Guide stars at
the required magnitudes for 2dF were chosen from the ESO
guide star catalogue. Their positions were double checked in
case adjustment was required to match the SuperCOSMOS
digitised Hα map from which our candidate positions were
determined to ensure all sources (targets and fiducials) were
on the same astronomic grid. The 2dF robotic arm positions
each fibre to an accuracy of 0.3 arcsec and 2dF fibres have
a diameter of ∼2 arcsec on the sky. This was advantageous
as most fibres were able to completely cover each discrete
emission source, however several were contaminated by su-
perimposing stars within the field of view due to the high
stellar density of the LMC.
2.3 Flames Observations on the VLT
Spectroscopic observations of a sub-sample of 420 candi-
date PNe, compact H ii regions and WR stars in dense re-
gions of the LMC main bar were undertaken using FLAMES
(Pasquini 2002) on the VLT UT2 over three nights. The
FLAMES multi-object spectrograph can observe targets
over a large corrected 25 armin dia field of view. Using the
GIRAFFE spectrograph, 132 targets at a time were config-
ured onto a fibre positioner, (OzPoz) hosting two rotating
field plates. With GIRAFFE, we used the MEDUSA fibre
feeding system where each fibre has an aperture of 1.2 arcsec
on the sky. Each fibre allows a minimum object separation
of 10.5 arcsec determined by the size of the magnetic but-
tons. This permitted us to gain individual spectra from very
close objects in a single observation.
The OzPoz is able to position the fibres with an ac-
curacy of better than 0.1 arcsec. With careful astrometric
precision, therefore, we were able to place the fibres on the
precise position of the PNe or PN halo that we desired. We
used the low resolution (600 lines/mm) grating on each field.
The three filters used were LR2, LR3 and LR6 where each
have a resolution of R=6400, 7500 and 8600 respectively.
Filters LR2 and LR3 allowed us to cover the most impor-
tant optical diagnostic lines for PNe in the blue including
[O iii] 4363A˚, He ii 4686A˚, Hβ and [O iii] 4959 & 5007A˚. Fil-
ter LR6 covered the Hα, [N ii] 6548 and 6583A˚ lines as well
as the [S ii] 6716 & 6731A˚ lines for electron densities. Other
setup details may be seen in table 1.
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2.4 Other Observations
Our first spectroscopic follow-up observations were con-
ducted in November 2004 using the 1.9-m telescope at
SAAO. With a fixed E-W slit and a low-dispersion grating,
the 1.9-m provided 3800-7800A˚, spectra for 23 compact and
43 extended sources (d626 arcsec). Many of these objects
were later observed on 2dF. Following the December 2004
2dF run, there were several uncertainties raised by obscur-
ing stars in close proximity to candidate PNe which were
captured within the 2 arcsec diameter of the fibre. These
problems were solved by observing these candidates again
using low resolution observations on the 2.3-m Advanced
Technology Telescope at SSO in January 2005. The 2.3-m
telescope with the double-beam spectrograph (DBS) gave us
the flexibility to visually orient the spectrograph slit across
the PN, missing any intervening stars. The visible range
(3200-9000A˚) of this spectrograph is split by a dichroic at
around 6000A˚ and fed into two spectrographs, with red and
blue optimized detectors, respectively. We used the 300B
(300lpmm) and 316R (316lpmm) gratings to obtain a reso-
lution of 5A˚ for each arm of the DBS. Many candidate PN
identifications were confirmed using these telescopes but re-
liable radial velocity measurements require higher dispersion
data.
3 DATA REDUCTION
The 2dF raw data was processed using the AAO
2dF data reduction system (2dFDR) found at
http://www.aao.gov.au/AAO/2df/software.html#2dfdr.
The automatic reduction display loads an interactive dialog
where files are loaded and parameters set. On startup, the
system creates the necessary calibration groups. Each of
these contain reduced calibration files of different types (eg.
BIAS, DARK, FLAT, ARC etc). Whenever a calibration
exposure is reduced it is inserted into the appropriate
group.
The heart of the reduction process is the generation of a
tram-line map which tracks the positions of the fibre spectra
on the CCD. This is generated using an optical model for
the spectrograph and a file listing the positions of the fibres
on the slit. The fibre extraction process then uses the tram-
line map and the image to extract the spectrum for each of
the 200 fibres. Cosmic rays were rejected during the process
of combining two or more observations.
Reduction and extraction of 2.3m and 1.9m spectra
were performed using the standard IRAF tasks IMRED, SPE-
CRED, CCDRED and FIGARO’s task BCLEAN through the
PNDR1 package, an IRAF-based PN reduction package, de-
veloped at Macquarie University and the AAO, to handle the
reduction of large numbers of PN more efficiently. One di-
mensional spectra were created and the background sky was
subtracted. Final flux calibration used the standard stars,
LTT7987, LTT9239, LTT2415 and LTT9491.
The VLT FLAMES spectra was reduced using IRAF
tasks IMRED, SPECRED and CCDRED for multi-spec files. Cos-
mic rays were rejected when combining frames. Using the
1 The PNDR package, including a manual and the code, can be
found at: http://www.aao.gov.au/local/www/brent/pndr/
weighted intensity of the continuum, the IRAF SCOMBINE task
was then used to combine the three different wavelength por-
tions of the spectrum into one spectral image.
4 RESULTS
Each candidate spectrum was examined carefully next to the
matching Hα stacked image where we were able to account
for anomalies such as superimposed stars, seen in the spec-
trum. Where there were two or more observations of an ob-
ject, all the spectra were nonetheless reduced and examined.
These multiple spectra were used to double check repeatabil-
ity, consistency and velocities. Slight changes in individual
spectra from one observation to another were mostly related
to seeing conditions, where nearby stars would encroach into
the 2 arcsec fibre diameter. This was occasionally noticeable
in our multiple observations of the same object, where emis-
sion line strengths (not ratios) or continuum from interven-
ing stars varied slightly in the spectral results. Comparison
of 2.3-m, 1.9-m and 3.9-m data was generally excellent with
emission-line ratios consistent to within 97%. Figure 1 shows
one example of a newly discovered PN, RP1534, which has
been observed 4 times in low resolution. The spectrum on
the upper left is from the 1.9-m SAAO telescope while the
other three spectra are from different 2dF field configura-
tions on the AAT.
4.1 The Confirmation of new PNe
All 169 previously known PNe within the central 25deg2 area
were also observed and measured for line intensities and ve-
locities. Of the 460 newly discovered PNe, we have classified
291 as “true”, 54 as “likely” and 115 as “possible” based
on the following analysis. To identify a planetary nebulae
we first looked for higher levels of ionization than are found
in H ii regions. We looked for He ii plus strong collisionally
excited lines such as [O iii], [Ar iii] and [Ne iii] with strong
[Nev] and [Arv] if present. We compared intensities of the
[O iii]5007, [O iii]4959 and Hβ lines, expecting a theoretical
line intensity ratio of ∼9:3:1 for PNe. This requirement was
relaxed where [N ii]6583 > Hα. In these cases we also looked
for the presence of He ii 4686A˚ indicating a possible high
excitation Type I PN. Diameters of the candidate sources
were examined where we noted that previously known LMC
PNe have diameters up to 15 arcsec on the stacked Hα maps
which represents an extent of ∼3.6pc at the distance of the
LMC. For bright, compact, stellar sources, much of this im-
age size could be attributed to the point spread function as
described in RP1. However, approximately 60% of the PNe
on our Hα map are surrounded by AGB halos and their ra-
dial extent has also been included in our diameter estimates.
Candidate PNe that we considered to be “true” satisfy
all the following criteria. They have a distinct, wide and
dense Hα emission shell compared to the size of the central
source on the merged Hα and SR maps. Many “true” PNe
show no visible central source at all when the Hα and SR
maps are merged indicating very low stellar continuum lev-
els on the SR map. The Hα emission also has a distinct
boundary as opposed to the appearance of emission-line
stars where emission gradually fades with increasing dis-
tance from the star. The measured diameters are in close
c© 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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Figure 1. The comparison of four separate spectroscopic observations of RP1534, a newly discovered PN. One observation using the
SAAO 1.9-m telescope is compared to three observations using 2dF on the AAT. The line strength ratios are consistent to within 97%.
keeping with the mean diameter of the previously known
PNe. “True” PNe generally reside in areas where the inten-
sity of the Hα emission from the PN is greater than 10 σ any
averaged ambient diffuse emission. Spectroscopically, they
have either the required [O iii]/Hβ ratios or high [N ii]/Hα
ratios as described above. In the case of high [N ii]/Hα, a
strong [O iii] line has often been detected along with the high
excitation He ii 4686A˚ line rarely seen in H ii regions. The
[O ii]3727A˚ doublet was always detected while [Ne iii]3869A˚,
[Ar iii]7135A˚ and He i 6678A˚ were generally present and
above 5 σ (noise level). The [S ii]6717 and 6731A˚ lines are
clearly present and measurable but not excessively high in
comparison to Hα. Line profiles were also examined using
the 1200R grating high resolution spectra. FWHM values
for the strong emission lines such as Hα and [N ii]6583A˚ are
63A˚, corresponding closely to measurements we made of
previously known LMC PNe using the same system.
Candidate PNe that we considered “likely” were those
with either contaminating stars producing a stellar contin-
uum in the spectrum or those residing in areas of moderate-
to-low H ii density. In appearance they are strong Hα
emitters with clear boundaries. While most have strong
[O iii]/Hβ ratios, in some cases the ratio is down to 5:1.
In a few cases, the [N ii]/Hα ratio is extremely high how-
ever [O iii]5007A˚ and Hβ are relatively low by comparison.
Since many of these PN are Type I PN candidates, inter-
nal extinction toward the blue end of the spectrum may be
partly the cause of the lower ratios. In addition, the de-
struction of O during the ON cycle has been reported in
massive progenitor stars where it is strongly dependent on
metallicity (Leisy et al. 2000). All “likely” candidates have
the [Ar iii]7135A˚ line which traces the progenitor’s metal-
licity as well as the [O ii]3727A˚ doublet. Many also have
[Ne iii]3869A˚, He i 6678A˚ and a few have very low levels of
He ii 4686A˚.
Candidate PNe that we considered “possible” are
those either more than 50% obscured by stars, have
[O iii]5007A˚ levels between 3 and 5 times Hβ or exist in areas
of moderate-to-high H ii density. In appearance, many can-
didates in this category are extremely faint and/or small.
In this case, we may be exploring the faintest remains of
previously bright PNe. There are a wide range of spec-
tral line intensity ratios for this category, however lines of
[Ne iii]3869A˚ and He i 6678A˚ are usually <2 σ. Lines of
Hα, [O iii]4959, 5007A˚ and [O ii]3727A˚ remain present in
acceptable ratios along with the [S ii]6717, 6731A˚ doublet
in most cases. We have also included a sub-class of “pos-
sible” PNe called very low excitation (VLE) PNe. These
objects share most of the dimensional and morphological
characteristics of both known and new PNe that we have
c© 2006 RAS, MNRAS 000, ??–??
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observed on the stacked and merged maps. Spectroscopi-
cally however, they are very low in [O iii]4959 & 5007A˚.
The [O iii]5007A˚ line must be present to be counted as a
VLE PN. In 8 of these objects, we found [OIII]5007A˚>Hβ
by only ∼3 times the Hβ line intensity. In 20 more suspect
objects we found [O iii]5007A˚≃Hβ line intensity. There are
4 objects however, that we classified as VLE PNe, where
Hβ>[O iii]5007A˚ by a factor of 2 times the [O iii] line inten-
sity. These objects are quite possibly extremely compact,
low-excitation H ii regions, however their size and morphol-
ogy are more suggestive of PNe. None of them have strong
ionizing central stars so they are very weak in Hα and two
of them are visible in Hα only. These 4 objects are always
referred to as “VLE-Hβ>[O iii]” throughout our database.
4.2 The Identification of Other Emission Objects
Among emission candidates we have found a large number of
other astrophysical objects apart from PNe, many of which
had the appearance of previously known and newly discov-
ered PNe on the merged Hα and short red maps. Spec-
tral confirmation has revealed a large number of them to
be compact H ii regions, emission-line stars, late-type (M)
stars, compact and dense ejecta from supernova remnants
(SNRs), Wolf-Rayet shells, and outflow emission from sym-
biotic stars. Although we observed as many newly discov-
ered emission objects as possible, most H ii regions were pre-
determined as such and rejected as PNe on the basis of size
and morphology. Most of them are both larger than 25 arc-
sec on the stacked Hα map and irregular in shape. Princi-
pally, they exhibit dust and dark nebulae lanes, stratified re-
gions and bow-shocks with (multiple) stellar content. Spec-
troscopically, they have [O iii]5007/Hβ ratios greater than
6, so without reference to the photometric data, could be
mistaken for a PN. Other isolated and compact H ii regions
were difficult to eliminate as PNe by visual examination of
the Hα images alone. Only spectroscopic confirmation was
able to reveal them due to their [N ii]/Hα ratio less than 0.7
(Kennicutt et al. 2000) and [O iii]5007/Hβ ratio less than
1.0. Unlike their larger counterparts, we find that the com-
pact H ii regions <20 arcsec dia have [O iii]5007/Hβ ratios
<3.
Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars occasionally appear as strong
Hα emitters on the UKST stacked Hα map. They have a
bright ionising star which appears considerably larger than
PNe on the contemporous short red map. The wind-blown
shells or processed ejecta of these stars create a unique spec-
trum which may have line ratios similar to PNe but on a
continuum. The line profiles however are particularly wide
and He ii 4686A˚ is often stronger than [O iii]5007A˚. Many
previously known WR stars were identified and several new
ones were found (see Table 2).
SNR candidates in the LMC were initially identified
by their morphology on the Hα map. Their large scale size
excluded them from consideration as PNe however certain
concentrated “lumps” of isolated emission in the vicinity of
the large shells were checked spectroscopically as they of-
ten had the appearance of previously known PNe on the Hα
map. While 9 previously known SNRs were found and ob-
served, 18 new probable SNRs were also identified by their
spectral signatures. They appear to be part of larger cir-
cular structures, often with filamentary morphology, bow-
shocks and clumped areas. Positional coincidence with non-
thermal radio sources and X-ray identification was confirmed
in each case. With the detection of strong [S ii] relative to
Hα, OII and OI emission lines in our spectroscopic follow-
up, they satisfy the diagnostic line ratio criteria for an SNR
as established by Fesen et al. (1985). With these results,
combined with a large physical extent, we have classified
them as probable SNR. These objects will be the subject of
a separate publication.
Other nebulae which have a compact (<20 arcsec dia.)
appearance on the stacked Hα map but do not fit any of the
above spectroscopic criteria were retained as “emission ob-
jects of unknown nature” in keeping with the original iden-
tification by Henize (1956). From our survey, 23 of our ob-
jects were already identified as “emission objects of unknown
nature” in the SIMBAD online database. We have identified
most of these as H ii regions. To the remaining 12 we add
a further 25 objects. They may be grouped as follows: 1)
those with the appearance of a star but no continuum; 2)
faint H ii regions greater than 27 arcsec diameter with very
strong [O iii]/Hβ; 3) small (<5 arcsec) and faint H ii regions
without [O ii] or [O iii] lines.
A summary of the total number of objects in each
classification is shown in Table 2. We have used our PN
identification criteria on every object spectrum including
the previously known PNe. Following multiple spectral ob-
servations, it is our opinion that two objects be removed
as PNe. The objects, indicated by the (-2) in Table 2
are LM2-39, a late-type star with 5 observations confirm-
ing Hβ/[O iii]5007 = 2.9 and SMP26 with 3 observations
confirming Hβ/[O iii]5007 = 72. We would also classify
previously known PN Sa114 with a strong continuum as
‘likely’. A further 4 PNe; MG39 Hβ/[O iii]5007 = 0.68
(6 observations); SMP64 Hβ/[O iii]5007 = 3.1 (5 observa-
tions); SMP77 Hβ/[O iii]5007 = 0.82 (5 observations) and
SMP31 with Hβ/[O iii]5007 = 0.8 we categorize as ‘possi-
ble’ PNe. The largest group of objects found were emission
line stars such as CV’s, T Tauri’s, fo’s and Be stars. These
occasionally mimic the appearance of PNe in the merged
Hα and SR maps. Most of them however lack the well de-
fined outer Hα boundary observed surrounding confirmed
PNe. Due to the number of fibres available on 2dF, most
of them were also observed. The spectroscopic observations
confirmed most of our estimated probabilities with regard
to the classification of emission line stars.
4.3 PN Population Estimates
We have estimated the total number of PNe in the LMC
using the ratio of new to previously known PNe within the
central 25 deg2 region surveyed. There are 169 previously
known and 460 new PNe within this region. Since ∼300 were
previously known in the whole LMC system,∼130 lie outside
our survey region. All together there are now 760 known and
possible PNe in the LMC. If the same ratio of discovery is
possible outside our current survey area, based on the same
detection limit as the Hα stack (m=22), there may be as
many as 1113 PNe in the LMC. The 169 PNe we have listed
as likely and possible, however, may be used as an error
estimate. The number of PNe within the survey region is
then 541±89 and the number outside is 415±68. Together
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Table 2. Emission object classification results from spectral ob-
servations covering the central 25 deg2, area of the main LMC bar
as seen in Fig. 2. By the application of our same PNe analysis
strategy as stated in section 3, to the previously known PNe, we
would reduce the number by 2 objects, classify 2 more as ‘Likely’
4 more as ‘Possible’.
Object Previously Newly
Known Confirmed
PNe ‘True’ 162(-2) 291
PNe ‘Likely’ 1 54
PNe ‘Possible’ 4 115
Emission-line stars 55 622
Wolf-Rayet stars 14 8
Late-type stars 10 247
Variable stars 61 28
Other stars 1 72
H ii regions 85 69
Emission objects of
unknown nature 12 25
SNR 9 18
S/N too low for ID 32
our magnitude limited estimate is 956±141 for the entire
LMC system.
5 MAIN BAR PN DISTRIBUTION
The distribution of PNe across our survey area is shown
on the Hα map of the LMC in figure 2. Red crosses mark
the positions of previously known PNe while the green cir-
cles approximate the positions of our newly discovered PNe.
The distribution of newly discovered PNe somewhat follows
the same distribution seen with previously known PNe. The
increased density of PNe toward the main bar is clear how-
ever this density extends in a south-east direction below the
30Dor region where there are extensive, complex and dense
H i clouds (Cohen et al. 1988; Rohlfs et al. 1984). Above
30Dor, and extending west, there is a diagonal region in
which there are only a few PNe. Since this region is tilted
at the maximum angle to our line of sight (35 degrees, see
section 7.3.2), extinction may be playing a part in the lower
PNe density here. Further north, the distribution equals the
density of PNe found in the south-west region of the map.
These two areas correspond to the opposite ends of the kine-
matic line of nodes which has been shown to be twisted in
the range 06r61◦ and 2◦.86r63◦.8 between 208◦ and 190◦
(Feitzinger, 1980; Rohlfs et al. 1984). We also note the rel-
atively low numbers of newly discovered PNe at the centre
of the main bar itself where the stellar population is at it’s
highest density. Intriguingly, the increasing number density
of PN towards the main bar does not continue at the same
rate onto densest stellar area. The number density of PNe
increases to the S of the main optical bar axis where the
PNe are closer in alignment to the H i disk (see section 7.3.2
for details).
Several PNe were found in the region of 30Dor which
is thick in Hα and forbidden-line emission. Sky subtraction
was essential for spectral confirmation within a 1 deg radius
of 30Dor. Object identification was achieved by reducing
overall brightness while keeping the Hα and SR intensity
levels perfectly matched. Where candidates lie in areas be-
tween H ii clouds and streams of emission, we can list them
as ‘true’ otherwise they are listed as ‘possible’ identifica-
tions depending on the strength of the [OIII] lines relative
to Hβ and the presence of He ii 4686 (see figure 3).
6 VELOCITIES
6.1 Previous Surveys
There have been seven previous kinematic studies of plane-
tary nebulae in the LMC. In order of publication they are
Feast (1968): 25 PNe; Webster (1969): 14 PNe; Smith &
Weedman (1972): 27 PNe; Meatheringham et al. (1988): 94
PNe; Boroson & Liebert (1989): 68 PNe LMC & SMC; Vas-
siliadis et al. (1992): 16 PNe; and Morgan & Parker (1998):
97 PNe. An internal dynamics study of PNe in the LMC by
Dopita et al. (1988) has largely shared the same observations
and data as the Meatheringham et al. (1988) publication.
The combination of all these studies provides a reasonable
overlap of observed objects which in total yields radial ve-
locities for 99 PNe in the central 25 deg2 main bar of the
LMC. Feast and Webster used low-dispersion spectrographs
and photographic plates. Feast used three different disper-
sions, 49A˚mm−1, 86A˚mm−1 and 170A˚mm−1, at Hγ with
different cameras. Webster used a grating giving a disper-
sion of 140A˚ mm−1 in the second order with supplemen-
tary spectrograms giving a dispersion of 50A˚ mm−1. The
probable errors ascribed to the velocity of a single spectro-
graph were ±5 km s−1 for blue and ±14 km s−1 for red.
Smith and Weedman used a single-channel, photoelectric,
pressure-scanned Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer with a resolu-
tion of ∼11 km s−1, FWHM. A systematic error of 2.3 km
s−1 was estimated from the rms difference between pairs
of two independent sets of measurements of the same data.
Measuring the nebulae profiles in two orders, the rms differ-
ence between the two was 3.2 km s−1 resulting in an ultimate
radial velocity error of ±5 km s−1.
Meatheringham et al. used the 1m and 2.3m telescopes
at Siding Spring Observatory with a Perkin-Elmer e´chelle
spectrograph with a resolution of 11.5 km s−1 FWHM and
a photon-counting array as the detector. The faintest ob-
jects were then observed on the 3.9m AAT using the Royal
Greenwich Observatory spectrograph and the image photon
counting system with an overall resolution of 11.75 km s−1
FWHM. Their claimed errors range from ±0.3 km s−1 for
narrow line profiles on the AAT to 4.8 km s−1 for large
expansion velocities. Boroson & Liebert used a 1200 mm
grating to yield a spectral resolution of ∼1.2A˚ (70 km s−1).
Morgan and Parker used a multi-object, fibre-coupled CCD
on the UKST. A 1200R grating was used with a FWHM of
between 1.8 and 2 pixel across the CCD. The 1200 line-pair
mm−1 grating produced a dispersion of 1.34A˚ pixel−1 in
each waveband. The Morgan/Parker survey is the only one
to use the cross-correlation technique for line measurement.
Repeated velocity measurements showed a mean difference
of 2 km s−1 and an rms scatter of 8 km s−1. Most of the
other surveys have measured only the [O iii] line for velocity
estimates of the whole PN. In some cases (eg. Meathering-
ham et al. 1988) neither the measured line (believed to be
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Figure 2. Previously known PNe (red crosses) and newly discovered PNe (green crosses with a ⊕) are plotted on the UKST Hα map of
the central 25 deg2 of the LMC. The number density increases to the SW of the main bar axis where the plane of the PNe population is
less inclined to our line of sight. Above the main bar region there is a NW-SE diagonal region in which the density of PNe is very low.
This area corresponds with a steep gradient in velocity for both the PNe population and the H i gas.
[O iii] since measurements are the same as Dopita (1988)),
nor the measurement technique has been discussed in any
detail. It is therefore evident that all past surveys have used
very different means of deriving radial velocities and calcu-
lating measurement errors for LMC PNe.
6.2 Measurement Techniques
Our object velocities were measured from the 2dF 1200R
high resolution spectra as described above with an estimated
median measurement accuracy of ±4 km s−1. Two different
methods of velocity measurement were employed in order to
make precise comparisons with previous published results
and to expose and reduce errors arising as a result of the
application of a particular technique.
6.2.1 Emission Line Technique
The IRAF EMSAO technique of measuring multiple, specified
spectral lines was first employed. Wavelengths for 13 impor-
tant PN emission lines within the 6200-7350A˚ range were
specified to three decimal places. The program then applied
a weighted gaussian fit to each line dependent on its inten-
sity, derived a weighted average across the spectrum and
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Figure 3. The region of 30DOR is expanded in a SR image to show previously known and new PNe with their positions, images and
sky-subtracted spectra. Even in areas of dense emission, we are able to distinguish PNe by their psf and halo, coloured blue in the Hα
image.
corrected for the heliocentric velocity. The EMSAO result for
each PN was displayed and examined. The program was not
successful at automatically finding spectral lines where the
[N ii]6584A˚ line was stronger than Hα. A manual assign-
ment of the [N ii]6584A˚ line brought all the other lines into
agreement (see Figure 4). Where only 1 or 2 lines were au-
tomatically found and measured, a manual check was made
for any other missing lines that were able to be manually
measured. Extra velocities on these lines were made using a
gaussian fit in the IRAF task, splot, and added to automatic
line measurements in order to substantiate the overall ob-
ject velocity. Where lines such as OI 6300A˚ were blended,
the line was dropped from the fit and the weighted velocity
was re-calculated.
Some regular aspects of internal PN velocity structure
became noticeable. PN central stars typically eject gas with
velocity dispersions between 10 and 50 km s−1. Even if an
ejected shell is symmetric and homogeneous, the mean ve-
locity acquired by measuring all the emission lines from the
entire nebulae will not represent the velocity of the central
star. As expected, we found that the Hα line averages 6-13
km s−1 greater velocity than the [N ii]6583A˚ line. This is in
part be due to the lower excitation potential of the tran-
sition above the ground level for the ion in Hα compared
to that for the collisionally excited [N ii]6583A˚ line. The H
velocities can lead to an overestimation in the expansion ve-
locity due to thermal broadening (eg., Chu et al. 1984). The
Hα recombination line is able to be ionized at a lower po-
tential farther out, at a greater radius from the central star,
where the gas is moving at a greater velocity. This causes an
ionisation-velocity correlation with the lower excitation po-
tential of the H extending to greater radii depending on the
temperature of the central star. In high excitation PNe, a
small increase in velocity was noticed in the HeII 6678A˚ line
where the upper level excitation potential of the transition
above the ground level for the ion is 22.97eV. This shows
that the high ionization potential species expand at a lower
velocity than the low ionization potential species. Where ex-
citation is high, however, inner shell high ionisation species
such as HeII 6678 will be ionised to greater radii where there
is an increase in gas velocity.
The [O i] 6300 line also has an average 1-5 km s−1
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Figure 4. Velocities measured using the IRAF EMSAO package.
A correction in identification applied to one line alone forces the
whole spectrum to fit correctly.
greater velocity than the Hα line. This line forms due to
the rapid change between H and O near the H+ -H◦ ion-
ization front which marks the outer edge of the H+ zone.
We also found that [O i] 6363A˚ has an average 1-4 kms−1
greater velocity than [O i] 6300A˚ where it is cleanly sep-
arated from the unshifted [O i] 6300A˚ sky line and not
blended with the [S iii]6312A˚ line. Generally adjustments
were small, strong Hα lines were automatically omitted.
EMSAO recognized asymmetric profiles which typically arise
from internal nebulae inhomogeneities and rejected such
lines from the weighted fit. On no occasion were strong high
velocity lines of Hα, [O i] 6300 and [O i] 6363A˚ included in
our measurements. Where we had more than one measured
velocity for a PN from different observations, the velocity
which ignored the Hα line and had the lowest errors was
used.
6.2.2 Cross-Correlation Technique
The second method of velocity determination involved the
cross-correlation technique using XCSAO in IRAF (Kurtz &
Mink, 1998). This method requires a list of PN template
spectra with low internal velocities and accurately deter-
mined published radial velocities against which all the other
PN spectra may be compared for measurement. Template
emission-line velocities were based on at least four lines, and
at least two of the four must be fitted by EMSAO (Kurtz &
Mink, 1998). Twenty templates were chosen for the cross-
correlation. Each of which was a previously known PN with
strong emission lines and variety of spectral line ratios so as
to be sensitive to the spectral variability evident in our new
PN spectra. Each template spectra also had EMSAO mea-
sured velocities which were within ±5km s−1 of previous
results and internal line errors less than 20km s−1. The tem-
plate list was ordered so that ratios slowly shift from high
Hα/[N ii]6584 to high [N ii]6584/Hα with varying strengths
of the [S ii] doublet intermixed. This allows each input spec-
tra to have at least one well-matched template.
Non-matching templates produced extreme negative or
high and erroneous (>800km s−1) results as a result of Hα
Figure 5. A comparison of previously known and newly discov-
ered ‘true’ PN velocities measured using IRAF EMSAO and IRAF
XCSAO. The ratio of velocity difference is 1.02 between the two
systems with a median difference of 3.94km s−1 and an rms scat-
ter of 6.67 km s−1.
matching to [N ii]6583 and visa versa. These velocities were
eliminated while closely matching results from the remain-
ing spectral templates were averaged. The averaging process
has the effect of reducing the influence of any anomalies in
the template spectra velocities. The local standard of rest
(LSR) at the topographical location of the AAT and date
of observation was applied to both emission line and cross-
correlation results with reference to the position of the PN
within the LMC.
6.2.3 Technique Comparison
The comparison of our emission line and cross-correlation
radial velocities shows excellent agreement (see Figure 5).
The internal mean difference between our two measuring
techniques is 3.9km s−1 with an rms scatter of 6.6 km s−1.
Using EMSAO, objects with high signal-to-noise ratios and
narrow line profiles have very low error results and include
the maximum number of lines in the weighted average. For
objects with large expansion velocities, emission line mea-
surement errors are greater due to the wider line profiles
and greater internal velocity structure which results in fewer
lines fitted for measurement. XCSAO fits a velocity matching
the template across the whole spectrum and therefore has
many advantages over EMSAO. Where target spectra signal-
to-noise is considerably weaker than that of the templates
and fewer lines are to be found, the cross-correlation peak
may drop below 0.8 resulting in higher error values. An aver-
age of the fitted velocity values has been derived but where
the averaged cross-correlation function (ccf) peak drops be-
low 0.75, it becomes preferable to use the single best fitting
template with the highest peak and lowest error. If no tem-
plate with an improved correlation and reduced error can be
found, the EMSAO velocity is used in preference.
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Table 3. Comparison of our best measured radial velocities with
published results applying the heliocentric correction.
Catalog Reference Velocityhelio
RP SMP WS J RPvel B&L Fea68 MDFW S&W WEB-
69
10 88 27 ... 255.1 ... 308 226 ... 311
133 89 38 ... 274.3 ... 276 276 277 270
213 92 39 ... 279.4 ... 274 271 271 ...
270 91 ... ... 330.9 ... ... 310 ... ...
317 83 35 ... 292.3 ... 287 291 ... 296
400 60 ... ... 222.7 ... ... 222 ... ...
401 62 25 ... 240.7 ... ... 239 238 250
402 65 ... ... 206.1 ... ... 211 ... ...
404 71 ... ... 220.8 ... ... 216 ... ...
406 73 ... ... 265.7 ... ... 241 ... ...
407 80 24 ... 225.6 ... 185 ... ... 187
642 56 ... ... 288.3 ... ... 291 ... ...
643 57 ... ... 310.6 ... ... 313 ... ...
644 58 23 ... 294.9 ... ... 279 276 ...
646 77 ... ... 236.8 ... ... 343 ... ...
647 78 33 ... 262.4 ... 260 256 258 249
648 82 ... ... 259.8 ... ... 255 ... ...
890 63 26 ... 268.5 ... ... 264 264 280
891 75 31 ... 304.9 ... ... 301 297 ...
892 76 32 ... 287.7 ... ... 278 280 295
1047 66 ... ... 294.7 ... ... 304 ... ...
1048 67 ... ... 278.3 ... ... 289 ... ...
1049 69 ... ... 316.7 ... ... 305 ... ...
1114 32 10 ... 254.9 ... 247 ... 257 ...
1115 41 ... ... 264.0 ... ... 259 ... ...
1116 49 ... ... 241.4 ... ... 247 ... ...
1212 38 15 ... 255.0 ... 243 240 238 ...
1214 47 18 25 280.6 274 275 272 269 280
1215 48 19 27 255.2 251 ... 256 ... 258
1216 51 ... ... 273.5 ... ... 271 ... ...
1217 ... ... 5 272.5 286 ... ... ... ...
1218 ... ... 04 256.7 256 ... ... ... ...
1220 ... ... 12 243.6 234 ... ... ... ...
1221 ... ... 14 272.0 251 ... ... ... ...
1222 ... ... 15 232.3 235 ... ... ... ...
1223 ... ... 16 255.2 253 ... ... ... ...
1224 ... ... 17 249.7 252 ... ... ... ...
1227 ... ... 20 270.1 271 ... ... ... ...
1229 ... ... 22 260.2 249 ... ... ... ...
1230 ... ... 23 306.3 247 ... ... ... ...
1231 ... ... 24 260.0 261 ... ... ... ...
1233 ... ... 31 252.5 260 ... ... ... ...
1234 ... ... 32 271.9 274 ... ... ... ...
1235 ... ... 33 244.2 244 ... ... ... ...
1313 26 ... ... 253.0 ... ... 256 ... ...
1395 28 ... ... 261.4 ... ... 249 ... ...
1396 29 9 ... 243.7 ... ... 243 ... ...
1397 31 ... ... 261.5 ... ... 263 ... ...
1398 33 11 ... 281.0 ... ... 269 267 ...
1399 34 ... ... 262.3 ... ... 267 ... ...
1400 36 13 ... 261.0 ... ... 263 ... ...
1401 37 14 ... 274.9 ... ... 270 273 ...
1403 42 ... ... 291.4 ... ... 288 ... ...
1404 46 ... ... 271.7 ... ... 273 ... ...
1405 52 21 34 276.1 277 280 272 270 ...
1406 54 ... 35 277.6 276 ... 280 ... ...
1408 ... ... 10 225.4 220 ... ... ... ...
1552 30 ... ... 282.7 ... ... 280 ... ...
1554 45 17 ... 285.8 ... ... 290 ... ...
1555 50 20 ... 308.0 ... 337 299 296 328
1556 53 22 ... 283.5 ... 277 277 278 300
1602 13 4 ... 245.9 ... ... 227 ... ...
1603 14 2 ... 266.2 ... 271 252 ... ...
1604 15 5 ... 191.3 ... ... 203 202 ...
1605 19 6 ... 239.6 ... 239 235 236 ...
1677 16 ... ... 253.9 ... ... 253 ... ...
1679 18 ... ... 243.1 ... ... 244 ... ...
1680 20 ... ... 287.4 ... ... 288 ... ...
1682 24 ... ... 271.4 ... ... 270 ... ...
1683 25 ... ... 208.0 ... ... 188 ... ...
1797 21 7 ... 250.3 ... 250 259 262 283
1798 23 8 ... 296.9 ... 302 283 281 301
1894 27 ... ... 273.0 ... ... 273 ... ...
Abbreviations used: B&L: Boroson & Liebert (1989), Fea68: Feast
(1968), J: Jacoby (1980), MDFW: Meatheringham et al. (1988)
these velocities were compiled and changed to the heliocentric
system by JWC: Jacoby, Walker, Ciardullo (1990) along with 5
of their own measurements, RP: Reid & Parker (this work), SMP:
Sanduleak et al. (1978), S&W: Smith, Weedman (1972), WEB-69:
Webster (1969), WS: Westerlund & Smith (1964).
Figure 6. A comparison of the MDFW heliocentric velocities
with our emission line measurements. The object in the upper left
is SMP77 which is ∼100 kms−1 greater than our measurement.
We believe the MDFW velocity to be erroneous.
6.3 Comparison with Previous Results
A comparison of our heliocentric and LSR radial velocities
measured using EMSAO with previously published results is
shown graphically in figures 6 and 7. Agreement is generally
very good with the exception of SMP 77, seen at the upper
left in figure 6. For this PN we have derived an emission line
heliocentric velocity of 237.01 km s−1 and a cross-correlated
heliocentric velocity of 231.85 km s−1. Since the MDFW
result is almost 100km s−1 greater than our measurements,
we suspect their value may be a typographical error.
Multiple observations of PNe using different 2dF field
plate configurations has resulted in 382 and 223 dupli-
cated cross-correlation and emission-line measurements re-
spectively. Mean differences in velocities between these ob-
servations vary by less than 3 km s−1 with an rms scatter
of 5.6 km s−1. After examining all multiple observations for
any single object, we have chosen to use the velocity with
the smallest error values.
6.4 Our Adopted Radial Velocity Estimates
To derive a best radial velocity from our emission line and
cross-correlation methods, we examined the error and other
properties relating directly to each measurement system. In
the emission line technique, we looked for a large propor-
tion of fitted lines applied to each spectrum. In addition we
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Table 4. Comparison of our best measured radial velocities with
other published radial velocities adjusted to the local standard of
rest.
Catalog Reference VelocityLSR
RP SMP WS J MG Mo RPvel MDFW MP
10 88 27 ... ... ... 203.8 211.0 ...
74 ... ... ... ... 35 264.4 ... 265.5
75 ... ... ... ... 40 216.9 ... 248.0
133 89 38 ... ... ... 258.9 261.2 ...
152 ... ... ... ... 37 247.8 ... 251.4
213 92 39 ... ... ... 264.0 256.4 ...
214 ... ... ... 73 ... 264.4 ... 251.6
269 86 ... ... ... ... 252.1 ... 260.8
270 91 ... ... ... ... 315.3 295.3 ...
271 ... ... ... 75 ... 278.8 ... 282.3
272 ... ... ... 77 ... 231.8 ... 242.0
316 124 ... ... ... ... 256.1 ... 245.0
317 83 35 ... ... ... 276.3 276.2 ...
399 59 ... ... ... ... 221.7 ... 231.1
400 60 ... ... ... ... 208.3 207.0 ...
401 62 25 ... ... ... 226.3 223.6 233.0
402 65 ... ... ... ... 191.3 195.7 ...
404 71 ... ... ... ... 205.7 201.2 ...
406 73 ... ... ... ... 250.6 225.6 ...
407 80 24 ... ... ... 210.6 ... 214.6
409 121 ... ... ... ... 176.7 ... 207.5
411 ... ... ... 51 ... 244.0 ... 237.0
412 ... ... ... ... 24 217.2 ... 207.4
414 ... ... ... ... 33 225.2 ... 220.8
642 56 ... ... ... ... 272.5 276.1 ...
643 57 ... ... ... ... 295.2 297.7 276.3
644 58 23 ... ... ... 279.5 264.2 ...
646 77 ... ... ... ... 221.4 328.2 ...
647 78 33 ... ... ... 247.0 240.7 ...
648 82 ... ... ... ... 244.4 239.6 ...
649 117 ... ... ... ... 258.9 ... 252.9
650 112 ... ... ... ... 265.5 ... 261.9
651 116 ... 38 ... ... 259.5 265.6 ...
652 118 ... 41 ... ... 206.2 240.0 ...
657 ... ... ... 56 ... 251.6 ... 249.4
658 ... ... ... 60 ... 247.1 ... 245.2
659 ... ... ... 65 ... 254.1 ... 255.1
661 ... ... ... ... 27 248.0 ... 233.7
662 ... ... ... ... 30 263.5 ... 260.6
890 63 26 ... ... ... 252.3 248.8 243.2
892 76 32 ... ... ... 271.5 262.8 276.0
893 ... ... ... 40 ... 210.2 ... 207.7
894 ... ... ... 54 ... 186.9 ... 202.2
895 ... ... ... 62 ... 257.1 ... 256.3
1047 66 ... ... ... ... 278.5 289.2 276.1
1048 67 ... ... ... ... 262.2 274.1 ...
1049 69 ... ... ... ... 300.7 289.9 ...
1050 ... ... ... 42 ... 294.2 ... 297.1
1051 ... ... ... 50 ... 272.6 ... 292.2
1052 ... ... ... 58 ... 231.1 ... 231.8
1053 ... ... ... 64 ... 307.5 ... 298.9
1114 32 10 ... ... ... 240.0 240.2 ...
1115 41 ... ... ... ... 254.7 244.2 ...
1116 49 ... ... ... ... 226.4 232.2 236.4
1117 ... ... ... 30 ... 208.3 ... 210.5
1118 ... ... ... ... 20 235.2 ... 247.5
1212 38 15 ... ... ... 239.7 225.4 225.1
1214 47 18 25 ... ... 265.3 256.6 ...
1215 48 19 27 ... ... 239.1 240.8 ...
1216 51 ... ... ... ... 258.2 265.4 ...
1217 ... ... 5 ... ... 257.2 262.9 ...
1232 ... ... 26 ... ... 180.3 227.8 ...
1235 ... ... 33 ... ... 228.2 231.9 ...
1236 ... ... ... 28 ... 260.2 ... 275.6
1237 ... ... ... ... 19 259.3 ... 255.3
1395 28 ... ... ... ... 249.5 233.7 249.8
1396 29 9 ... ... ... 218.0 228.2 ...
1397 31 ... ... ... ... 246.4 248.1 ...
1398 33 11 ... ... ... 266.0 253.9 ...
1399 34 ... ... ... ... 251.7 ... 259.8
1400 36 13 ... ... ... 245.9 247.6 ...
1401 37 14 ... ... ... 260.3 255.2 ...
1402 39 ... ... ... ... 251.0 ... 214.6
1403 42 ... ... ... ... 278.3 273.4 ...
1404 46 ... ... ... ... 256.6 258.0 ...
1405 52 21 34 ... ... 259.6 256.9 259.2
continued next column →
(cont’d)
Catalog Reference VelocityLSR
RP SMP WS J MG Mo RPvel MDFW MP
1406 54 ... 35 ... ... 262.5 265.4 ...
1407 110 ... ... ... ... 219.7 ... 231.0
1409 ... ... ... 19 ... 251.1 ... 268.3
1410 ... ... ... 20 ... 268.2 ... 268.9
1411 ... ... ... 23 ... 208.9 ... 200.5
1412 ... ... ... 29 ... 210.7 ... 211.8
1413 ... ... ... 31 ... 248.5 ... 259.0
1552 30 ... ... ... ... 267.5 264.9 263.5
1554 45 17 ... ... ... 270.0 275.0 ...
1555 50 20 ... ... ... 292.2 284.1 ...
1556 53 22 ... ... ... 267.7 261.8 ...
1557 ... ... ... 34 ... 325.8 ... 345.0
1558 ... ... ... 35 ... 265.2 ... 276.1
1602 13 4 ... ... ... 231.0 212.3 ...
1603 14 2 ... ... ... 251.4 236.9 244.1
1604 15 5 ... ... ... 176.4 188.0 ...
1605 19 6 ... ... ... 224.8 220.2 ...
1607 ... ... ... ... 9 210.8 ... 203.0
1608 ... ... ... ... 11 230.0 ... 230.8
1609 ... ... ... ... 14 217.6 ... 218.1
1677 16 ... ... ... ... 238.7 237.5 297.1
1678 17 ... ... ... ... 258.0 ... 250.1
1679 18 ... ... ... ... 227.9 228.7 233.9
1680 20 ... ... ... ... 272.2 273.1 ...
1682 24 ... ... ... ... 256.3 254.7 ...
1683 25 ... ... ... ... 177.4 ... 175.0
1685 107 ... ... ... ... 251.4 ... 274.6
1686 ... ... ... 14 ... 246.8 ... 248.6
1687 ... ... ... ... 12 244.9 ... 242.9
1688 ... ... ... ... 13 230.7 ... 237.3
1689 ... ... ... ... 16 216.9 ... 207.9
1797 21 7 ... ... ... 234.3 243.7 ...
1798 23 8 ... ... ... 281.4 268.0 ...
1799 106 ... ... ... ... 272.3 ... 280.9
1800 ... ... ... 8 ... 287.8 ... 275.4
1801 ... ... ... 10 ... 247.9 ... 254.9
1802 ... ... ... 15 ... 260.6 ... 262.5
1894 27 ... ... ... ... 256.6 258.2 ...
1895 ... ... ... 9 ... 245.6 ... 245.0
1896 ... ... ... 11 ... 201.1 ... 206.9
Abbreviations used: J: Jacoby (1980), MDFW: Meatheringham et
al. (1988), MG: Morgan & Good (1992), Mo: Morgan (1994), MP:
Morgan, Parker (1998), RP: Reid & Parker (this work), SMP:
Sanduleak et al. (1978), WS: Westerlund & Smith (1964).
Table 5. Mean velocity differences for LMC PNe between pre-
viously published LSR and heliocentric velocities and the corre-
sponding LSR and heliocentric velocities obtained in this survey.
Separate results for both the EMSAO and XCSAO measurement
methods are given with the standard deviation.
Survey EMSAO Std. Dev. XCSAO Std. Dev. No.
mean diff. mean diff. PN
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
RP-XC 0.7 6.2 - - 130
MDFW 1.3 7.7 3.9 12.2 58
MP -0.5 11.3 -0.6 11.7 71
B&L 1.9 7.5 1.1 10.5 19
Fea68 1.2 10.1 0.2 11.6 21
S&W 6.0 8.4 7.3 10.4 25
Web-69 -1.4 6.6 1.6 13.2 17
Abbreviations used: B&L: Boroson & Liebert (1989), Fea68: Feast
(1968), MDFW : Meatheringham et al. (1988), MP: Morgan,
Parker (1998), RP: Reid, Parker (this work), S&W: Smith, Weed-
man (1972), WEB-69: Webster (1969).
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Figure 7. A comparison of our velocities with the MP veloci-
ties, both measured using the cross-correlation technique (open
boxes). Our corresponding emission line measurements are in-
cluded (filled angle circles) showing that the emission line method
of measurement produces equal or very close results in most cases.
The diagonal line represents the position where the RP velocity
measurements equal MP velocity measurements.
sought overall error values 623 km s−1 where errors larger
than this value begin to result from increasingly complex
internal velocity structure. Error values up to 23 km s−1
through this technique are to be expected, as internal veloc-
ity ratios between different lines vary with standard regu-
larity as described above. In the cross-correlation technique,
we looked for high correlation peaks and low error values
62 km s−1. For our accepted velocities, we used the re-
sult with the lowest error according to each measurement
system. Emission line fitted results were used where the
cross-correlation technique was not successful, or where er-
rors were above 23km s−1. The cross-correlation technique
was used where too few emission lines were measured with
EMSAO or no weighted result was possible.
Our best derived velocities from both the emission line
and cross-correlation methods are directly compared with
other published velocities. Table 3 compares our heliocen-
tric measurements with five earlier determinations. Table 4
compares our measurements, converted to the local standard
of rest (LSR), with other previous velocity determinations
which have been published with only the LSR correction. As
shown in summary Table 5, there is excellent agreement with
results from Feast (1968), hereafter (Fea68) and Meather-
ingham (1988):(MDFW). The velocities of MDFW repre-
sent the largest sample for heliocentric comparison within
our survey area, with 58 PNe. The mean difference using
emission line measurements is 1.3 km s−1 for MDFW and
only 1.2 km s−1 for Fea68, although the standard deviation
for Fea68 is the highest at 10.1 km s−1. Using the cross-
correlation measurements, the mean difference with Fea68
is the smallest value we found, at only 0.2 km s−1. The
standard deviation however increases to 11.6 km s−1. The
results from Smith and Weedman’s 1972 survey (S&W) have
the largest mean difference compared to both of our mea-
surement techniques. The standard deviation within that
lower range however, is in keeping with the other results,
indicating a systemic error or offset in the S&W data of
about 5 km s−1. The Webster (1969):(Web-69) velocities
show the highest standard deviation when comparing our
cross-correlation technique results. This survey, with only
17 PNe within our survey area, is also the smallest with
which to make a comparison.
We have converted our best velocities to the local stan-
dard of rest in order to make direct comparisons with
two previous surveys; Morgan and Parker (1998)(MP) and
Meatheringham et al. (1988)(MDFW). The individual PN
results are given in Table 4 with the mean differences shown
in Table 5. Here, the MP survey is of particular interest
as their UKST fibre spectral velocities were derived using
the cross-correlation technique. The mean difference using
emission line measurements between our survey and MP is
only -0.5 km s−1 and -0.67 km s−1 when compared to our
cross-correlation results. The MDFW mean difference of 1.3
km s−1 is also in good agreement when compared to our
emission line measurements. Unlike the MP results how-
ever, this difference increases to 3.9 km s−1 when compared
to our cross-correlation measurements. Nevertheless, all of
these comparisons indicate excellent agreement. The mean
difference between our emission line results and previously
published results is 1.41 km s−1 with σ=1.2 km s−1. Simi-
larly for the same comparison using cross-correlation results
the mean difference is 2.25 km s−1 with σ=1.95 km s−1.
Taking the overall adopted radial velocities from both the
emission line measurements and the cross-correlation mea-
surements, we find a mean difference of 1.87 km s−1with a
standard deviation of 9.8 km s−1. This indicates an over-
all agreement better than 2 km s−1 with previous LMC PN
radial velocity surveys.
7 PNE KINEMATICS WITHIN THE LMC
7.1 History and current practice
The study of PNe in the LMC affords us a unique opportu-
nity to investigate the connection between the late stages of
stellar evolution and the dynamics of the interstellar medium
(ISM) in galaxies. In the past, the main method for studying
the ISM have been observations of H i. The first full LMC
structure surveys by McGee (1964) and McGee & Milton
(1966) were followed by more detailed studies by Rohlfs et al.
(1984) and Luks & Rohlfs (1992) both using the Parkes radio
telescope. An H i synthesis survey using the Australia Tele-
scope Compact Array (ATCA) was conducted by Kim et al.
(1998) and provided a detailed structure with which to cor-
relate surface brightness density of H i gas with H ii regions
and objects such as PNe and SNRs. Several surveys of the
H i distribution have shown that much of the H i structure
and surface densities are correlated with giant and super-
giant shells identified in Hα emission. The H i distribution
has an axisymmetric appearance as opposed to the optical
appearance of the LMC. H i also has a velocity range Vhel
190-387 km s−1 (Kim et al. 1998).
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In more recent times, other specific objects have been
used to trace out LMC kinematics such as PNe (Meather-
ingham et al. 1988) and carbon stars (van der Marel, 2001)
and core helium-burning red clump stars (Olsen & Salyk,
2002). Without the long held assumption that the LMC disk
is circular, van der Marel (2001), using the Two Micron All
Sky Survey (2MASS) near-IR data, has produced a new and
accurate description of LMC geometry and dynamics. The
method uses pure geometry, relying on the sinusoidal varia-
tions in the apparent brightness of the LMC as a function of
its position angle on the sky. The estimated viewing angles
are i = 34◦.7 ±6◦.2 and Θ = 122◦.5 ±8◦.3 (defined that the
near side of the LMC is at Θnear≡Θ–90
◦). The distribution
of carbon stars are viewed as preferable to H i since the use
of carbon stars (van der Marel, 2001) places the dynamic
stellar centre at the optical centre of the bar. Their study
shows that the shape of the LMC disk is actually elliptical
and has a nonuniform surface density distribution, indicative
of tidal forces, interacting from our galaxy and the SMC.
7.2 PN vs H i Radial Velocity Distribution
With this knowledge, we compare our large new sample
of LMC PNe velocities with established H i velocities. This
comparison reveals tidal disruption in the LMC system. In
order to observe the mean PN velocity distribution across
the central bar region, we have averaged our adopted veloc-
ities within 37 × 37 arcmin sub regions. This has the effect
of countering the effects of individual PNe which may have
large peculiar velocity motions. A map of this velocity distri-
bution (figure 8) shows an overall shift in the velocity of the
PN population running NE (RA. 05h 45min Dec. -67deg)
to SW (RA. 5h 00min Dec. -71deg). Some perturbation of
the PN velocities at either end of the main bar (indicated
by strong red and blue colours side by side) could be the
result of a mild systemic, rotation of the PN population. In
the “kinematic circular disk method” of tracing LMC dy-
namics, Meatheringham et al. (1988) assume a circular disk
movement to find the position angle Θ of the kinematic line
of nodes. In a true circular galaxy, this line of maximum
velocity gradient will represent the true line of nodes. With
the advantage of our additional PN data however we can
see that the line representing the maximum velocity gradi-
ent (an imaginary line between red and blue colour cells in
Figure 8) cannot be represented by a straight line. It has a
curved movement from the NW to the centre of the main
bar and then somewhat upwards to the NE. In their study
of LMC proper motion, HIPPARCOS (Kroupa et al. 1997)
indicated that the LMC may be rotating in a clockwise direc-
tion on the sky. This may account for part of this observed
velocity gradient. In addition, our 37 × 37 arcmin averaged
velocities confirm that the PNe population in the northern
part of the disk, above the bar, is rotating away from us. The
approaching south-eastern arm of the LMC also appears to
be the nearest side to us (Klein et al 1993; van der Marel,
2001).
We have compared our heliocentric PN velocities with
the H i velocities of Rohlfs et al. (1984) and find that the
central PN population resides at an angle consistent (but not
constant) with the H i disk. The large H i cloud embedding
30Dor and extending south ∼2 deg is divided into high and
low velocity components. Our averaged PN disk fits almost
centrally between both of these H i clouds. Averaged PNe in
this region are slightly greater in velocity than other PNe
fields to the immediate west, beyond the main H i clouds.
This may be an indication that the older stellar population
was less perturbed by the LMC’s close encounter with our
galaxy than was the H i disk.
In Figure 9 we show the same area as pictured in Fig-
ure 8, however we give the averaged PN velocity and aver-
aged H i velocity for each sub-region along with the stan-
dard deviation for each. Regions here are coloured red to
blue with varying intensity which relates to the difference
in velocity between the PN and H i data for each cell. The
number of PNe in each cell is given in square brackets. Cells
g6, h1, e1 and a6 are represented by only 1 PN. Cell a8
contains no PNe so only the H i velocity is given. Overall,
the velocity dispersion of the PN population is greater than
that of the H i disk. The comparison shows that both pop-
ulations are somewhat perturbed at either end of the main
bar in a NW to SE direction, close to the line of nodes. The
faint colouring of cells in the SE of the grid indicates a near
parallel average movement of the 2 populations in this area.
Figure 10 shows a cross-section along the angle of in-
clination, perpendicular to the line of nodes (given by an
imaginary line, 2 degrees wide joining map references 7a-
1h). The slice is divided into sections, each 53 arcmin apart.
The velocities are based on the average heliocentric veloci-
ties shown in Figure 9, however here we give the full range of
the dispersion for both the PN population and the H i disk.
The maximum dispersion is shown by a shaded colour for
the H i disk and joined error bars for the PN population.
The slice clearly reveals the LMC’s angle of inclination to
our line of sight. The H i disk has the widest dispersion at
cross-section 6, where it corresponds to the widest PN ve-
locity dispersion and the densest stellar section of the main
bar. The size of 53 arcmin for the cross sections was arrived
at by dividing each sub-cell in half across a 45 deg angle in
line with the direction of the slice.
The PN population in the NE of the map (above 30Dor)
with map reference h-g; 1-2 are moving at considerably
greater velocity than the kinematic centre of the population
but generally at a lower velocity than the H i gas in that re-
gion. Based on ∆V, the mean PNe population in that area
(h-g; 1-2) is angled at 4◦.5 to the H i disk. In the NW corner
of the map (ref. f-h; 6-8), there is considerable mixing and
interweaving of the averaged PNe population and H i disk,
with high velocity dispersions indicated by the high stan-
dard deviation values.
The typical radial velocity dispersion for H i within each
specified sub-cell is only ∼18 km s−1, but that increases to
an average of 40 km s−1 above the main bar where the steep-
est velocity gradient lies. The measurement and comparison
of PNe and H i indicates that the innermost 2.6 deg bar re-
gion has non-circular motions. We may therefore conclude
that the LMC disk is warped and its line of nodes is twisted
to the NW. This may produce the twists in the SW sec-
tion of the line of nodes observed by Olsen & Salyk (2002).
This conclusion needs to be checked and examined in a more
sophisticated manner.
The observed velocities of these PNe however is not
the true velocity of these PNe as part of the LMC field.
The large angular extent of the LMC requires correction
for the change in velocity from one side to the other. In
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Figure 8. A PNe radial velocity map of the central 25 deg−2 of the LMC coloured from blue to red with increasing heliocentric velocity.
Velocities are averaged for all PNe within each 37 × 37 arcmin area where each image cell is divided into 4 equal quadrants. The map
is overlayed in Hα image contours (30-80% intensity) in order to more easily examine velocity profiles and extinction. NE is to the top
left hand corner.
order to derive the rotation characteristics for the central
PN population, the effect of solar motion must be removed.
The distance modulus of the LMC has been estimated to
be 18.5 ±0.1 (Feast 1984; Visvanathan 1985). The distance
from the sun to the LMC is δ = 50.1 ±2.3 kpc. The radial
velocity of the LMC (LSR) is 250±5 km s−1. With the IAU
adopted V⊙=220 ±7 km s
−1 standard orbital motion of
the sun about the Galactic centre, (Einasto, Haud, Joˆeveer
1979) we can use the value of the transverse velocity of the
LMC as seen at the sun (Vobs) to derive the radial velocity
(Vr) of the LMC as seen from the sun.
Vr=Vobs − V⊙(sin δ sin δ⊙ + cos δ cos δ⊙ cos ∆α)
The origin of the coordinate system is established in the
centre of each of our 64 sub-cell areas as shown in Figure 8.
In this case ∆α is the difference between the RA at the
centre of the LMC and the position of the PN within a
particular sub-cell. The effective solar apex is taken to be
α⊙= 18h 03m 50s, δ⊙= 30deg 00m 16s.
The projected shape and kinematics of the LMC is de-
termined by the angles through which it is viewed (the incli-
nation angle i and the position angle Θ of the line of nodes).
For this purpose, we adopt i = 35.8 deg ±2.4 deg and θ =
145 deg ±4 deg (Olsen & Salyk, 2002). To obtain this mea-
surement, Olsen & Salyk used a least squares fit of a plane
to their core helium-burning red clump stars over 50 fields
across the whole galaxy. They also removed 15 fields in the
SW edge which were subject to the tidal influences of our
galaxy. Their value for i is in good agreement with van der
Marel & Cioni (2001), who found a value of i = 34.9±6.2
deg.
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Figure 9. A PNe versus H i radial velocity map of the central 25 deg2 of the LMC giving the mean average PNe and H i heliocentric
velocities within each ∼37 ×37 arcmin cell. The PN velocity is given first with the standard deviation of velocities within that cell.
Underneath we give the mean average H i velocity (Rohlfs et al. 1984) with the standard deviation from 12 pointings within the same
cell. Within square brackets we give the number of PNe in each cell. Each cell is coloured according to the movement of the averaged
PNe with respect to the H i gas. The intensity of the colour increases with the difference in velocity. PNe moving at greater velocity than
the H i disk are coloured red and those moving at a lesser velocity are coloured blue. Positions correspond exactly to the map in figure 8.
Figure 10. A heliocentric vertical dispersion graph comparing PNe and the H i disk perpendicular to the line of nodes (Figure 9 map ref.
7a-1h). This clearly reveals the LMC’s angle of inclination to our line of sight. Averaged velocities for PNe and H i within cross-sections,
each 53 arcmin apart and 2 degrees wide, are shown as solid points, joined by a curved trend line. The shaded blue area shows the full
range of H i velocities within a given cross-section. The black error bars, likewise show the full range above and below the average PN
velocity for a given cross-section.
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From this geometry, using the averaged PNe Vh at the
centre of the optical line of nodes (264 km s−1), we find a
galactocentric velocity of 70.7 km s−1 for the central LMC
PNe population. This may be compared to a velocity of 71
km s−1 at the kinematic point of symmetry using H i data
(Rohlfs et al. 1984). This point of coincidence is located at
RA 05 19 12 DEC -69 26 17. The dispersions for the PNe
and H i disk are so wide at this point that we cannot claim
that this is a point of symmetry for both populations. If we
accept the slow and solid rotation of the main bar, then the
lack of a single point of symmetry for the PN population will
not effect the viewing angles i and θ. To compare the PN
and H i dynamics, we compare the averaged PNe and aver-
aged H i velocities within each cell, adjusted to the galactic
standard of rest. This is shown in Figure 11 and should be
compared to Figure 4 in Freeman et al. (1983) and Figure 6
in Meatheringham et al. (1988).
Although the deviations for the PNe and H i gas disk
within each cell have not been included here, the averaged
radial velocities show a general trend. At both low and
high H i velocity levels, the PN population have consider-
ably higher velocities than the H i gas plane. The faint line
in Figure 11 represents the polynomial least squares fit (with
3σ rejection) between the PN population and the H i disk.
The solid line represents the line of equality, where the PN
velocity would equal the H i velocity. The diagram shows a
closer correlation between the PN and H i dynamics than
that found by Meatheringham et al. (1988). The reason for
this lies in our use of larger numbers of PNe averaged in
small cells and the accuracy of our velocity measurements.
This averaging reduces any peculiar velocity effects from in-
dividual PN as previously explained.
The PN population is angled further away from our
line of sight in the north east of the LMC main bar. In
this area they also become embedded behind the H i disk.
This however raises the question of whether the younger PN
population reside closer to the H i disk. In order to answer
this question we are working on the abundance ratios for
our new PN sample and will present results relating to the
kinematics of Type I PNe in a further paper in this series.
7.3 Velocity Gradients
7.3.1 Transverse Velocity
Without assuming circular motion of the LMC, after correc-
tion for the transverse motion of the LMC (subsection 7.2),
the kinematic line of nodes for the PN population has a
twist of ∼20 deg to the NW of the main bar. The trans-
verse velocity gradient across the central bar has therefore
been investigated by adopting Θ = 145 deg (Olsen & Salyk,
2002) for H i and creating perpendicular sections, each 5 deg
wide, across the survey region. The sections are spaced 53
arcmin apart and represent the averaged velocities for PNe,
H ii regions and H i gas respectively. The H ii region veloci-
ties have been measured using the same methods described
in section 6.4 as part of the entire Hα emission-line survey
of the central 25 deg2 of the LMC. Many of these H ii re-
gions are our new compact discoveries. As seen in figure 12,
gradual increase in velocity E to W is detectable along the
line of nodes on the main optical bar. Further to the east,
the lower velocity of the H i disk is due to tidal interaction
Figure 11. The averaged GSR velocity for PNe in km s−1 com-
pared with the averaged H i velocity within each cell. The solid
line represents the line of slope unity where the PN population
would equal the H i velocity. The faint line represents the least
squares best fit between PNe and H i velocities with the associated
equation.
Figure 12. A comparison of the transverse velocity for PNe,
H i gas and H ii regions, averaged in 53 arcmin sections along
the line of nodes at Θ = 145 deg. Each section strip, 5 deg in
width, running from Figure 9 coordinates 8f-1b, represents an
average of the GSR velocity for each population. The area of
closest stability between PNe, H ii regions (including previously
known and compact new H ii regions) and the H i gas disk is seen
to occur along the main optical bar. Sections 3 - 5 containing the
30 Dor region show that the H i disk is more perturbed than the
PN population.
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Figure 13. A comparison of GSR velocities for PNe, H i and
H ii regions averaged in 53 arcmin sections along the angle of in-
clination, perpendicular to the line of nodes. Each section strip, 5
deg in width running from Figure 9 coordinates 8a-1h, represents
an average of the GSR velocity for each population. Cross-sections
correspond to the same positions given in Figure 10.
with our galaxy and the resulting material drawn toward
the Magellanic stream. The asymmetric position of the bar
(Feitzinger 1983) may also be observed through the H i gas
streaming motions to either side. West of the main bar, the
PN population depart quickly from any relative H i associa-
tion. This is strong evidence for a solid-body rotation of the
main bar to 2.6 deg either side of the centre of symmetry.
We may conclude that the main bar represents the most
stable region of star formation and has been the least per-
turbed part of the LMC following its near collision with the
SMC which may have occurred ∼2 × 108 years ago (Mu-
rai and Fujimoto, 1980). To either side of the main bar we
witness the strong tidal effects on the exponential disk (Free-
man, 1970). Similar effects have been observed in the SMC
(Mathewson and Ford, 1984; Dopita et al. 1985; Mathewson
et al. 1986).
7.3.2 Angle of Inclination
We have investigated and compared the averaged velocity
gradients for PNe, H i gas and H ii regions in 58 arcmin sec-
tions moving from SW to NE across our 25 deg2 survey area.
Each section is 4.3 deg in width and crosses the main bar
region from positions 6 to 9 shown in figure 13. The gradual
increase in the H i velocity gradient is direct evidence of the
35 deg angle of inclination (Olsen & Salyk, 2002). Like the
gradient examined along the line of nodes, we also find here
that the PN and H i disk correspond very closely across the
face of the bar. To either side however we can see evidence
of slight warping which is probably due to the combined
effects of the tidal interaction between the solid body ro-
tation of the main bar itself with the exponential disk and
past interaction with the SMC.
7.4 Main bar rotation curves for H i and
planetary nebulae
Two rotation curves have been obtained from the averaged
PN and H i velocities. Each curve is taken from a strip ∼1.5
deg wide, divided into 1.5 deg sections. The strips have been
labeled ‘position 1’ and ‘position 2’ indicting their different
positions across the bar region. The strip at position 1 fol-
lows the high velocity edge of the kinematic line of nodes
for the PN population. The strip at position 2 follows the
centroid of the PN distribution on the main bar and passes
0.5 deg north of the H i centroid (Rohlfs et al. 1984). It
then moves to the NW, following Θmax rather than the Θ
as shown in Figure 12. Previous results from H i and dis-
crete traces have shown Θmax - Θ = 20 - 60 deg (van der
Marel 2001b). Averaged GSR velocities used for the rotation
curves have been adjusted for the transverse velocity of the
LMC (section 7.2) and are shown in Figure 14. The solid
rotation of the main bar is indicated by the perturbation of
both the H i and PN curves between cells 4 and 7 in posi-
tion 2. It has previously been suggested that the bar is offset
from the centre of the outer disk by ∼0.5 deg (Westerlund
1997). The suggestion has also been made that the bar may
reside in a separate plane to the outer disk (Zhao & Evans
2000), but we see little evidence for this.
Figure 15 shows the positions of both strips while the
background heliocentric velocity map provides an indication
of the increased velocity across the region. The high velocity
strip at position 1 turns to the NE after crossing the north-
ern half of 30 Dor. Other than this change of direction there
appears to be little else about the 30 Dor region that has any
particular effect on either the H i disk or the PN velocities.
It has been stated that 30 Dor is not within the LMC disk
and may be the centre of it’s own H i velocity field (Luks &
Rohlfs, 1992). This separate ‘L component’ velocity field of
Luks & Rohlfs has been examined using 21-cm absorption
and found to be on the far side of the LMC disk (Dickey
et al. 1994). This is consistent with the regional stability of
our PNe velocities across the observed face of 30 Dor.
It is interesting to compare the curves derived from both
positions. In the high velocity strip (position 1), the average
PN velocity is consistently greater than the average H i ve-
locity. To the south, the PNe follow the H i disk but with
increased perturbation once they have departed from main
bar. This immediately indicates that the probability of find-
ing young PN is higher on the main bar. The curvature of
Θmax to the NW may also be an indication of the ellipticity
of the LMC which has been found to be as great as ǫ” =
0.312 ±0.007 in the outer disk (van der Marel 2001). This
distortion of the disk is probably the result of interaction
with our galaxy presently and the SMC mainly in the past
(van der Marel, 2001). It is possible that the bar itself can
be formed by interactions (Gerin et al. 1990; Barnes 1998).
The disruption of the bar, seen in both the H i disk and PNe
velocities in the position 2 curve may be caused by a lop-
sided mass distribution (Rudnick & Rix, 1998; Swaters et
al., 1999). It is therefore possible that the shift to positive
velocities as the main bar is approached in cells 4 & 5 may
be due to the underlying mass of 30 Dor. Overall, it is evi-
dent that the LMC is a complex rotating system which lacks
the standard symmetry usually observed in spiral galaxies.
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Figure 14. Two LMC main bar rotation curves, each comparing
the velocities of PNe and H i (Rohlfs et al., 1984) across ∼1.5 deg
wide strips. The slower, solid rotation of the main bar is evident
between cells 4 and 7 on the position 2 rotation curve.
Figure 15. A heliocentric velocity grid of the LMC indicating
the positions for the two rotation curves shown in Figure 12.
8 THE NEW LMC PN CATALOGUE
8.1 Previously Known PNe
All previously known PNe within the 25 deg2survey region
were independently recovered during our search and have
been included in Table 6. They are listed in order of ascend-
ing RA and Dec (columns 3 & 4) along with the RP cata-
logue number (column 1) and other common identifications
(column 2). New, updated positions were determined from
our calibrated stacked Hα map and double checked against
the online SuperCOSMOS maps (Hambly et al. 2001) so
that all LMC PNe, new and previously known are on the
same uniform astrometric grid.
The diameters (column 5) including the extended halos
have been measured on the Hαmaps using GAIA in the STAR-
LINK package. The point spread of compact, star-like objects
grows as a function of their apparent magnitude and expo-
sure time on the tech-pan film. Without saturation, however,
the UKST is able to resolve any extended object with a di-
ameter greater than 4 arcsec. The smallest object size we
can measure covers 5 pixels. With 0.67 arcsec/pixel data,
this gives a diameter of 3.3 arcsec. Most of the diameters
are measured on a complete pixel to pixel basis so that they
represent multiples of 0.67, however, where we detect faint
illumination in an outer pixel, we approximate the extra dis-
tance within that pixel. Conversion of diameters to distances
in parsec have been provided in column 6. These are based
on an LMC distance of 50kpc ±3kpc (Mould et al. 2000)
where each arcsec corresponds to ∼0.25pc. For more details
on measured diameters please see RP1.
The tabulated velocity (column 7) is our ascribed mea-
surement as described in section 6.4. The velocity errors
differ in their meaning according to the method of measure-
ment. For velocity measurements based on emission lines
(em), the error (column 8) reflects internal variations within
a given PN’s own individual line velocities. For LMC PNe,
errors 623km s−1 are within the expected range; especially
where 6 or more lines are included. For velocity measure-
ments based on cross-correlation (ccf), the error estimator
(column 9) is derived analytically with the additional as-
sumption of sinusoidal noise, whereby the half-width of the
sinusoid is equal to the half-width of the correlation peak.
The derived error estimator is
error =
3
8
w
1 + r
,
where error is the error in a single velocity measurement
by xcsao, w is the FWHM of the correlation peak, and r is
the ratio of the height of the true peak to the average peak
(Tonry & Davis 1979). Errors 62.5 km s−1 are preferable
because larger errors indicate the inclusion of non-matching
templates.
Comments (column 10) have been abbreviated so that
c=circular (round), e=elliptical (oval), f=faint, b=bright,
s=small, p=point source objects which are small in the short
red image, ireg=irregular, ds= double star, bp= bipolar.
Bipolarity cannot be clearly confirmed from the 0.67 arcsec
resolution of the Hα map however, large, elliptical PNe with
strong [N ii]/Hα ratios are strong contenders. A comment of
‘fading’ refers to the outer appearance of the halo in Hα.
Most PNe have a well defined outer boundary however sev-
eral gradually fade in a manner analogous to most emission
line stars. A comment of ‘Hα only’ means that the object is
well defined in Hα and only faintly visible in the short red
(if at all). The comment c∼e shows that while the object is
circular, there appear to be some interior components that
tend to be elliptical.
Only four previously known PNe in the survey region
were not allocated a fibre on the crowded 2dF plate and
therefore have no velocity by our measurement. More de-
tailed comments on individual objects will be presented in
our next paper in this series where line diagnostics will
be presented. Four previously known PNe have been com-
mented as ‘possible PN’ or one as a ‘likely PN’ and 2 as ‘Not
PN’. These comments have been made after close examina-
tion of the object images and spectra. It is possible that
some may fit into a class of very low excitation (VLE) PNe
which could be very young PNe with cool stellar temper-
atures Tz(H) ∼31,500K (Meatheringham & Dopita 1991).
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Figure 16. Hα diameter versus number for both previously
known and newly discovered PNe with the whole 25 deg2 cen-
tral bar region of the LMC. The small angular size of much of
the new sample is clear. Many PNe of comparable size to the pre-
viously known, however, were also found although most of them
are somewhat fainter.
J19 (RP1226), however has both the appearance and spec-
trum of a variable star. No emission lines were visible and no
velocity was measurable from this object’s spectrum, there-
fore we conclude it is not a PN.
8.2 Newly Discovered PNe
All the newly discovered PNe have come from the central
25deg2 central bar region of the LMC. They were identi-
fied as small emission sources using the digitized stack of 12
deep, high resolution (0.67 arcsec) Hα images, as described
in section 1.1. Further details on the procedure are given in
RP1.
Our large program of spectroscopic follow-up has re-
vealed 460 new PNe in our survey area. Our newly identi-
fied PNe cover the same size ranges as the previously known
sample but they extend the ratio of small and faint neb-
ulae as might be expected due to our deep Hα map (see
Figure 16. There are several PNe, however, discovered by
Jacoby (1980) and Morgan (1994) which are comparable in
size and shape but at a higher luminosity. We found a large
number of PNe which were visible only in Hα. The red image
has no definite counterpart but often tiny stars are present
in the field and may or may not be associated with the PN
that was found in that position.
In Table 7 we list all the newly discovered PNe in or-
der of their RA. The first column gives the RP catalogue
reference number. In all, this catalogue contains over 2,000
emission objects which were initially numbered as they were
discovered east to west across the survey area. Column 2
gives the IAU representative name to assist in object follow-
up observations. Columns 3 and 4 give the right ascension
and declination of each new PN in J2000 co-ordinates. In
column 5 we give the Hα measured diameter of the object
in arcsec. The apparent diameters of bright objects 64 arc-
sec will suffer from a psf growth as a function of exposure
time and object luminosity when saturated (RP1). The di-
ameters are nonetheless useful as an initial indication of ob-
ject size and/or brightness. The heliocentric radial velocity
with the lowest errors is given in column 6 with the error
in column 7. The meaning of the error result is dependant
upon the method of velocity measurement. The emission-
line measurement (em) error indicates the weighted average
difference in the objects’ own internal velocities. The cross-
correlation (ccf) error given in column 8, is the averaged
error across all matching templates used to produce the ve-
locity. The object probability (P) is summarized in column
9 where we have abbreviated true PNe as ‘T’, likely PNe
as ‘L’ and possible PNe as ‘P’. Column 10 is an abbrevi-
ated list of optical comments. The nomenclature is similar
to that already described for the previously known PNe with
the addition that 44 PNe are VLE objects. They are gener-
ally below 19th mag in Hα and have intensities [O iii] 5007
6 Hβ. We have included them as possible PNe due to the
lack of significant continuum, the presence of other nebulae
emission lines such as [O ii] 3727 and their optical appear-
ance. More work will be required to positively identify these
objects as either a peculiar population of faint LMC PNe or
as extremely compact, circular H ii regions. In column 10,
the phrase ‘Hα only’ is a reference to the appearance of the
nebulae on the merged SR and Hα map. These objects are
not directly visible in the SR so only the assigned colour for
the Hα image is visible. In all, 218 new PN are visible in
Hα only. One object, RP1088, has been detected entirely by
it’s [N ii] emission. This PN may be a member of the rare
H-deficient group of PN like Abell 30 and Abell 78 (Jacoby
& Ford 1983). Spectroscopy has confirmed that there is al-
most no Hα emission from this PN. A paper on this object
is in preparation.
We compare the diameters of the previously known cen-
tral LMC PNe with the new PNe presented here. The pre-
viously known PNe, including their outer extended halos,
have a mean diameter of 7.6 arcsec, a median diameter of
7.3 arcsec and a standard deviation of 2.7 arcsec. The new
PNe have a mean diameter of 6.0 arcsec, a median of 5.3 arc-
sec and a standard deviation of 5.3 arcsec. Clearly, the new
PNe are generally both smaller and fainter than the major-
ity of those previously known. See figure 16 for a graphical
representation of the diameter comparison.
9 CONCLUSIONS
We present the positions of 460 new true, likely and pos-
sible PNe in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), together
with accurate positions, velocities, diameters and brief ob-
ject comments. We have begun to use this new population to
explore the kinematics of the central bar region of the LMC
and find that the PNe population occupies a warped disk
with it’s own kinematic line of nodes which is also perturbed
in a similar tangential direction but to a greater extent than
the H i gas. The measurement and comparison of PNe and
H i indicates that the innermost 2.6 deg bar region has non-
circular motions. We may therefore conclude that the area
between the central main bar and the larger LMC disk is
slightly warped. The line of nodes is somewhat twisted at
the SE and NW edges. We see small evidence for a warping
of the line of nodes in the SW as found by Olsen & Salyk
(2002). All the PNe and other objects within the RP survey
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Table 6. Newly determined velocities and accurate positions for all previously known PNe within the central 25deg−2 region of the
LMC.
Cat. Ref. Other Cat. Ref. RA DEC Dia Dia V Verr Verr Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec pc helio em ccf
RP1607 Mo9 04 52 11.39 -70 12 46.4 4.0 0.97 225.7 2.5 e, p
RP1606 MG4 04 52 45.24 -70 17 49.1 7.4 1.79 e, s
RP1800 MG8 04 55 39.79 -68 34 20.3 9.4 2.28 303.3 20.3 e
RP1895 MG9 04 56 21.09 -67 24 22.5 5.2 1.26 261.4 25.4 e, s, p
RP1801 MG10 04 56 37.79 -67 40 54.6 5.8 1.41 263.4 22.0 e, s, p
RP1608 Mo11 04 58 03.23 -70 25 08.8 6.2 1.50 244.9 1.2 e, p, in H ii
RP1687 Mo12 04 58 37.00 -69 35 46.5 4.7 1.14 260.2 25.8 c, Hα only
RP1688 Mo13 04 59 09.07 -69 50 30.8 5.4 1.31 245.9 26.7 e, Hα only
RP1896 MG11 04 59 18.34 -67 27 03.9 5.8 1.41 216.9 24.3 e, s, p
RP1602 LM1-9 SMP13 WS4 05 00 00.15 -70 27 40.5 8.9 2.16 245.9 23.1 irreg
RP1603 LM2-4 N184 SMP14 WS2 05 00 20.82 -70 58 50.9 7.4 1.79 266.2 1.4 c, b
RP1604 LM1-10 N186A SMP15 WS5 05 00 52.73 -70 13 39.8 11.5 2.79 191.3 1.7 e, irreg in SR
RP1609 Mo14 05 01 36.50 -70 26 31.9 8.0 1.94 232.4 26.7 c, p, b star in NE
RP1897 MG12 05 01 40.27 -66 46 45.6 6.0 1.45 284.7 23.2 e, Hα only
RP1677 LM1-11 SMP16 05 02 01.98 -69 48 53.6 9.8 2.38 253.9 20.2 e, b, irreg core, bp
RP1684 Sa105 05 02 32.90 -69 26 15.2 6.0 1.45 268.3 23.3 c∼e, p
RP1678 LM1-12 N96 SMP17 05 02 52.36 -69 20 53.3 13.3 3.22 273.2 1.8 e
RP1799 Sa106 05 03 05.75 -68 33 37.0 6.0 1.45 288.3 1.3 e, p, s
RP1605 LM1-13 N188 SMP19 WS6 05 03 41.25 -70 13 53.0 11.0 2.67 239.7 1.5 irreg in Hα
RP1679 L95 SMP18 05 03 42.65 -70 06 46.8 8.6 2.08 243.1 17.9 e, irreg core
RP1686 MG14 05 04 27.70 -68 58 11.4 6.3 1.52 262.7 32.5 c, s star NE & N
RP1680 LM2-5 SMP20 05 04 40.10 -69 21 39.6 11.0 2.67 287.4 1.3 c, irreg core, bp
RP1797 LM1-16 N97 SMP21 WS7 05 04 52.14 -68 39 08.6 14.0 3.39 250.3 0.7 c, b in red
RP1802 MG15 05 05 35.71 -68 01 40.1 5.4 1.30 276.1 16.0 irreg, Hα only, in H ii
RP1681 SMP22 05 05 50.72 -69 02 31.3 8.6 2.08 271.9 1.3 c
RP1798 LM1-17 N24 SMP23 WS8 05 06 09.4 -67 45 25.70 11.4 2.76 296.9 16.6 e, b
RP1689 Mo16 05 06 14.93 -69 48 24.7 5.4 1.31 232.9 1.4 c∼e, p
RP1682 SMP24 05 06 18.27 -68 59 30.9 6.7 1.62 271.5 0.9 e, p
RP1683 BE206 L124 SMP25 05 06 23.90 -69 03 19.3 11.5 2.79 192.6 23.7 c, irreg core
RP1685 LM2-6 Sa107 05 06 43.71 -69 15 37.8 6.9 1.67 266.6 21.4 c, 2 stars west
RP1898 Mo17 05 07 25.52 -67 28 49.5 5.0 1.21 241.8 20.0 c, Hα only
RP1313 N101 SMP26 05 07 30.60 -69 08 08.4 11.4 2.76 253.6 27.9 e, b, Not PN
RP1894 SMP27 05 07 54.94 -66 57 45.3 6.3 1.53 273.1 3.0 c, halo mainly N
RP1395 SMP28 05 07 57.71 -68 51 46.2 6.3 1.53 264.8 1.4 c
RP1396 LM1-19 N102 SMP29 WS9 05 08 03.5 -68 40 16.30 12.0 2.91 233.1 0.8 e, b
RP1409 MG19 05 08 31.87 -68 09 44.6 4.0 0.97 266.2 1.3 c, s, Hα only
RP1552 LM2-8 SMP30 05 09 10.58 -66 53 38.2 8.8 2.13 282.8 20.4 c, bp
RP1397 LM2-9 N25 SMP31 05 09 20.16 -67 47 24.3 9.4 2.28 261.5 23.3 e, b, Poss PN
RP1114 LM1-20 N192 SMP32 WS10 05 09 37.23 -70 49 08.1 12.1 2.93 255.0 1.4 e, b
RP1398 BE216 LM1-21 SMP33 WS11 05 10 09.48 -68 29 54.0 10.5 2.55 281.1 22.7 c
RP1399 LM2-10 N106 SMP34 05 10 17.16 -68 48 22.5 10.0 2.42 266.4 16.3 c∼e
RP1400 LM1-23 N107 SMP36 WS13 05 10 39.68 -68 36 04.0 7.6 1.84 261.1 1.7 e
RP1410 MG20 05 10 40.24 -68 10 23.5 6.6 1.60 283.3 1.9 c∼e, p × 2, bp
RP1237 Mo19 05 11 00.46 -70 05 04.8 5.4 1.31 274.6 2.6 e, with halo
RP1401 LM1-24 N28 SMP37 WS14 05 11 02.8 -67 47 58.80 9.7 2.35 274.9 23.0 e
RP1118 Mo20 05 11 10.88 -71 10 26.4 5.5 1.32 250.2 21.3 s, Hα only
RP1212 LM1-25 N110 SMP38 WS15 05 11 23.7 -70 01 56.50 13.3 3.22 255.0 22.4 c, b
RP1402 LM2-11 SMP39 05 11 42.14 -68 34 59.7 7.4 1.79 266.4 1.2 c∼e, b
RP1218 J04 05 11 44.63 -68 59 57.2 9.2 2.23 256.8 1.3 e, b in Hα
RP1411 MG23 05 11 47.39 -68 16 09.5 3.3 0.80 224.0 15.2 c, p, weal Hα
RP1217 J5 LM2-13 Sa109 05 11 48.12 -69 23 43.1 10.8 2.62 272.6 0.8 e, b
RP1219 J7 05 11 55.37 -69 07 32.8 5.0 1.21 248.8 15.8 c, s, Hα only
RP1407 Sa110 05 12 16.72 -68 29 10.1 4.8 1.16 234.9 23.3 c, s, Hα only
RP1408 J10 05 12 59.89 -68 57 07.7 3.3 0.80 225.5 1.4 e, s, f, Hα only
RP1220 J12 05 13 04.56 -69 13 26.5 3.3 0.80 243.7 1.1 c, s, f, Hα only
RP1236 MG28 05 13 09.74 -69 31 18.0 4.2 1.02 275.5 1.0 s, c, Hα only
RP1115 LM1-26 SMP41 05 13 27.33 -70 33 34.7 10.5 2.55 264.1 1.3 e, b
RP1412 MG29 05 13 42.35 -68 15 16.4 5.2 1.26 225.8 17.4 c
RP1117 MG30 05 14 14.69 -70 50 31.5 4.7 1.14 223.3 2.3 c, s
RP1221 J14 05 15 08.70 -69 21 00.9 4.0 0.97 272.0 1.5 e, s, Hα only
RP1222 J15 Sa111 05 15 24.85 -69 28 43.1 7.0 1.70 232.3 33.6 c, s, Hα only
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(cont’d)
Cat. Ref. Other Cat. Ref. RA DEC Dia Dia V Verr Verr Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec pc helio em ccf
RP1403 SMP42 05 15 46.81 -68 42 23.7 6.5 1.58 293.4 23.0 e, s
RP1223 J16 05 15 54.68 -69 30 35.7 6.7 1.62 255.2 1.8 c, s, Hα only
RP1413 MG31 05 16 29.29 -68 18 11.3 4.0 0.97 263.6 16.2 c, s, Hα only
RP1224 J17 05 17 00.72 -69 19 29.1 4.0 0.97 249.7 23.7 c, b, p
RP1213 SMP43 05 17 02.46 -69 07 16.4 6.0 1.45 260.5 17.3 e, p
RP1225 J18 05 17 23.93 -69 39 13.2 3.3 0.80 311.2 1.3 f, c, s, Hα only
RP1553 LM2-16 SMP44 05 18 29.94 -67 16 55.8 10.0 2.42 287.0 21.9 e, ds
RP1227 J20 Sa112 05 18 45.78 -69 10 11.5 7.4 1.79 270.1 0.7 c, in H ii region
RP1228 J21 05 18 55.70 -69 33 02.1 4.0 0.97 239.9 1.4 c, Hα east of star
RP1229 J22 05 19 07.02 -69 41 54.0 8.0 1.94 260.3 6.2 Hα to west of star
RP1230 J23 05 19 15.08 -69 34 52.6 4.3 1.04 306.4 1.3 c, p
RP1554 LM1-27 SMP45 WS17 05 19 20.73 -66 58 07.5 8.0 1.94 285.8 24.4 c, fading west
RP1557 MG34 05 19 28.87 -67 14 26.5 3.3 0.80 341.6 2.2 p, f, Hα only
RP1404 SMP46 05 19 29.70 -68 51 07.9 6.0 1.45 271.8 19.9 c, dense, fading halo
RP1558 MG35 05 19 33.35 -66 55 37.2 4.0 0.97 281.1 2.5 c, Hα only
RP1231 J24 05 19 34.18 -69 44 58.9 5.4 1.31 260.0 1.7 e, s, p, bp
RP1214 J25 LM128 N122 SMP47 WS18 05 19 54.71 -69 31 04.5 10.0 2.42 280.6 19.6 e, dense halo
RP1232 J26 Sa113 05 20 01.02 -69 25 57.0 5.4 1.31 195.6 2.1 e, s, Hα only
RP1116 N196 SMP49 05 20 09.36 -70 25 38.1 7.6 1.84 241.4 1.2 c∼e
RP1215 J27 LM1-29 N123 SMP48 WS19 05 20 09.66 -69 53 38.9 13.4 3.25 255.2 25.7 e, b
RP1555 LM1-31 N39 SMP50 WS20 05 20 51.73 -67 05 42.5 9.4 2.28 308.0 25.9 c, b
RP1216 LM1-32 N125 SMP51 05 20 52.55 -70 09 35.0 10.0 2.42 273.5 2.7 c
RP1233 J31 Sa114 05 20 56.14 -70 05 13.3 6.7 1.62 252.6 23.4 c, Likely PN
RP1234 J32 05 21 07.64 -69 44 28.1 3.3 0.80 271.9 0.9 c, s, Hα only
RP1235 J33 Sa115 05 21 17.55 -69 43 01.0 3.3 0.80 244.3 2.6 e, s, Hα only
RP1405 J34 LM1-33 N124 SMP52 WS21 05 21 23.83 -68 35 34.4 11.5 2.79 276.1 18.6 c∼e, halo west
RP1556 LM1-34 N42 SMP53 WS22 05 21 32.89 -67 00 04.0 10.0 2.42 283.5 15.2 c∼e
RP1406 J35 LM2-18 SMP54 05 21 42.93 -68 39 24.8 8.7 2.11 277.6 20.8 e, bp
RP660 Mo23 05 21 52.32 -69 43 18.0 6.4 1.55 219.6 0.7 e, poss ds
RP753 LM2-19 MG39 05 22 12.72 -69 43 29.6 8.7 2.11 256.9 23.7 c, Poss PN
RP893 MG40 05 22 35.26 -68 24 25.3 5.4 1.30 226.4 15.7 c, p, s
RP398 LM2-21 N199 SMP55 05 22 40.96 -71 19 06.7 11.4 2.76 e
RP412 Mo24 05 22 53.20 -71 05 40.7 5.5 1.33 231.6 24.4 s, Hα only
RP642 BE263 LM2-23 N36 SMP56 05 23 31.16 -69 04 04.4 10.0 2.42 288.4 19.5 e
RP643 SMP57 05 23 48.62 -69 12 21.6 5.6 1.36 310.7 19.5 ds, c, e halo
RP400 SMP60 05 24 15.69 -70 53 56.3 8.2 1.99 222.7 15.9 e
RP644 LM1-36 N13 (113) SMP58 WS23 05 24 20.86 -70 05 00.5 12.0 2.91 294.9 22.7 c, 4 s stars
RP399 LM2-25 SMP59 05 24 27.35 -70 22 23.7 10.0 2.42 236.8 1.7 c, compact
RP539 MG43 05 24 34.29 -71 13 39.6 5.4 1.31 333.3 1.2 c, Hα only
RP651 LM2-24 Sa116 05 24 36.58 -69 05 51.1 9.4 2.27 275.3 19.6 c
RP401 LM1-38 N201 SMP62 WS25 05 24 55.04 -71 32 55.4 14.0 3.39 240.7 25.2 e
RP649 Sa117 05 24 56.74 -69 15 31.2 7.4 1.79 274.4 16.7 c, s, p
RP1050 MG42 05 25 02.22 -67 23 56.3 6.4 1.55 309.4 1.2 c, Hα only
RP890 L120 LM1-39 N141 SMP63 WS26 05 25 26.18 -68 55 53.8 10.0 2.42 268.5 18.2 e, poss ds
RP652 Sa118 05 26 09.52 -69 00 58.5 6.0 1.45 222.0 21.9 s, e, ds
RP654 MG49 05 27 32.13 -69 32 18.8 6.7 1.62 278.2 12.7 c, p
RP645 LM1-40 N145 SMP64 05 27 35.80 -69 08 56.3 12.0 2.91 269.2 22.5 e, Poss PN
RP402 SMP65 05 27 43.83 -71 25 56.0 7.6 1.84 206.1 20.4 c, e Hα
RP668 Mo26 05 28 01.41 -70 13 31.8 6.0 1.46 270.6 1.5 c, p
RP411 MG51 05 28 34.41 -70 33 01.6 6.6 1.60 259.1 16.4 e, in H ii region
RP1047 N52 SMP66 05 28 41.15 -67 33 39.1 11.0 2.67 294.7 22.5 poss ds
RP403 SMP68 05 29 02.85 -70 19 24.8 8.7 2.11 259.2 2.2 wide c Hα
RP1051 MG50 05 29 08.63 -66 42 56.3 5.7 1.38 288.7 22.5 c, p
RP655 MG52 05 29 08.78 -69 45 28.0 6.0 1.46 259.4 0.9 c, p
RP1048 LM1-43 N53 SMP67 05 29 15.67 -67 32 46.7 10.7 2.59 278.3 22.9 e∼c, bp
RP661 Mo27 05 29 16.65 -69 37 18.1 6.7 1.62 263.5 16.8 e, stars to N & E
RP413 Mo28 05 29 18.43 -70 23 49.7 5.3 1.28 276.0 17.4 Hα only, p
RP1049 LM2-27 N54 SMP69 05 29 23.24 -67 13 21.9 10.7 2.59 316.8 17.3 e, b, bp
RP408 Sa120 05 29 32.70 -70 17 39.0 8.0 1.94 280.7 21.6 e, p, wide Hα halo
RP656 MG53 05 29 35.67 -69 46 05.2 9.4 2.28 285.9 1.5 c, halo
RP894 MG54 05 29 51.41 -68 50 05.6 3.3 0.80 203.1 20.3 e, s, f, Hα only
RP409 Sa121 05 30 26.27 -71 13 48.0 6.0 1.45 191.5 24.6 c, p, s
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(cont’d)
Cat. Ref. Other Cat. Ref. RA DEC Dia Dia V Verr Verr Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec pc helio em ccf
RP404 N207 SMP71 05 30 33.30 -70 44 37.6 11.0 2.67 220.8 23.3 c, lop-sided
RP405 SMP72 05 30 45.83 -70 50 15.8 7.3 1.77 240.8 1.1 Hα to north
RP406 N208 SMP73 05 31 21.97 -70 40 44.9 15.0 3.64 265.7 18.2 distorted
RP662 Mo30 05 31 35.30 -69 23 46.4 10.7 2.59 278.9 18.8 e, poss bp
RP657 MG56 05 31 45.00 -69 43 07.2 6.0 1.45 267.0 1.7 e, Hα only, in H ii
RP664 LM2-33 Mo32 05 32 05.22 -69 57 27.4 8.0 1.94 263.3 20.5 b, c
RP414 Mo33 05 32 09.28 -70 24 41.5 7.3 1.77 240.3 19.0 c, Hα only
RP1052 MG58 05 32 37.68 -67 08 31.1 5.4 1.31 247.2 1.3 c, p
RP658 MG60 05 33 30.90 -69 08 13.3 6.7 1.62 262.6 21.6 c, Hα only
RP891 LM1-47 N151 SMP75 WS31 05 33 47.0 -68 36 44.20 10.0 2.43 305.0 2.2 e
RP892 N60 SMP76 WS32 05 33 56.17 -67 53 08.3 9.4 2.27 287.7 2.7 c, b
RP646 N152 SMP77 05 34 06.28 -69 26 17.7 12.0 2.91 236.8 1.3 poss ds, Poss PN
RP647 LM1-49 N153 SMP78 WS33 05 34 21.27 -68 58 24.9 11.4 2.76 262.4 1.3 e∼c, poss ds
RP650 Sa122 05 34 24.32 -69 34 28.0 6.7 1.62 281.4 0.5 c, in H ii region
RP410 LM2-36 Sa123 05 34 30.17 -70 28 34.5 10.0 2.42 245.9 23.7 c, fading to SW
RP895 MG62 05 34 36.53 -69 18 27.9 4.9 1.20 273.4 23.8 c, Hα only
RP407 LM2-37 N203 SMP80 WS24 05 34 38.95 -70 19 55.5 9.4 2.28 225.7 21.5 Hα to south
RP659 MG65 05 35 10.30 -69 39 38.9 269.5 19.9 e, s, Hα only
RP1053 MG64 05 35 12.77 -67 37 58.0 5.4 1.31 324.1 1.4 e, p
RP663 Mo34 05 35 13.81 -70 01 19.2 9.4 2.27 243.6 0.6 e, bp
RP648 LM2-38 SMP82 05 35 57.62 -69 58 16.6 7.4 1.79 259.8 2.0 c, compact
RP317 LM1-52 N66 SMP83 WS35 05 36 20.81 -67 18 07.5 8.0 1.94 292.3 1.5 e, poss ds
RP74 Mo35 05 38 04.62 -70 29 25.9 8.0 1.94 278.4 1.8 e, strong Hα
RP267 MG68 05 38 17.55 -68 58 46.6 6.3 1.53 286.7 30.9 c, Hα only
RP179 Mo36 05 38 53.56 -69 57 55.7 8.0 1.94 245.8 1.2 e, compact Hα
RP152 Mo37 05 39 14.47 -70 00 18.6 6.0 1.45 262.6 1.7 e, f, strong Hα
RP350 MG69 05 39 15.35 -66 49 43.6 4.0 0.97 305.0 16.4 e
RP356 MG71 05 39 54.78 -66 34 12.6 4.0 0.97 288.4 22.0 diffuse c
RP243 LM2-39 05 40 14.91 -69 28 48.8 10.0 2.42 262.4 22.3 b, e, Not PN
RP346 MG72 05 40 20.14 -67 02 01.8 5.4 1.31 286.3 21.3 c, p
RP106 LM2-40 N217 05 40 37.60 -70 27 55.0 12.0 2.91 269.2 0.6 f, diffuse
RP316 Sa124 05 40 44.59 -67 18 07.7 5.0 1.21 272.0 20.5 e
RP269 LM2-41 SMP86 05 41 22.05 -68 07 44.2 6.7 1.62 267.8 15.9 e, s
RP214 MG73 05 41 36.61 -69 27 09.8 6.0 1.45 279.7 1.9 e, poss bp
RP271 MG75 05 42 15.41 -68 48 55.7 4.7 1.14 294.4 1.1 s, Hα only
RP215 MG76 05 42 24.24 -69 53 05.1 5.4 1.31 283.8 20.4 c, s star
RP10 LM2-42 N52 SMP88 WS27 05 42 33.24 -70 29 23.2 8.7 2.11 255.1 28.2 e, compact Hα,
RP133 LM156 N178 SMP89 WS38 05 42 37.00 -70 09 31.1 10.0 2.42 274.4 83.5 c, 3 stars
RP134 Mo39 05 42 41.09 -70 05 49.1 4.0 0.97 246.6 1.1 c, Hα only
RP272 MG77 05 43 47.59 -68 38 35.1 7.0 1.70 247.4 20.6 e, Hα only
RP12 LM2-43 SMP90 05 44 34.76 -70 21 40.5 7.4 1.79 286.3 25.7 c, s star NW
RP270 LM157 SMP91 05 45 05.97 -68 06 50.9 6.7 1.63 331.0 25.0 e, dense, bp
RP75 Mo40 05 46 25.29 -71 23 22.3 4.0 0.97 230.9 22.5 e, f
RP273 MG78 05 46 25.41 -67 50 02.8 3.3 0.80 270.3 1.1 e, f, Hα only
RP213 LM18 N170 SMP92 WS39 05 47 04.37 -69 27 32.9 13.6 3.31 279.4 15.6 e, poss ds
RP209 N181 SMP93 05 49 38.75 -69 09 59.3 13.9 3.37 262.7 28.5 e, b, bp
Explanation of abbreviations used: BE: Bohannan & Epps (1974), J: Jacoby (1980), LI: Lindsay (1963), LM1: Lindsay & Mullan
(1963), LM2: Lindsay & Mullan (1963), MG: Morgan & Good (1992), Mo: Morgan (1994), N: Henize (1956), RP: Reid & Parker
(this work, 2006), SMP: Sanduleak et al. (1978), Sa: Sanduleak (1984), WS: Westerlund & Smith (1964)
are soon to be available on the world-wide web including our
Hα/SR merged images and low resolution spectra.
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Table 7. Velocities and accurate positions for all newly discovered PNe within the central 25deg−2 region of the LMC.
Cat. Ref IAU Name RA DEC Hα Dia V Verr Verr P Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec helio em ccf
RP1695 RPJ 045233-700043 04 52 33.97 -70 00 43.7 11.5 267.6 1.4 T e, b
RP1758 RPJ 045345-695758 04 53 45.08 -69 57 58.7 10.0 273.3 1.6 T c, b
RP1636 RPJ 045353-704455 04 53 53.72 -70 44 55.5 5.0 249.9 18.4 T e, f, Hα only
RP1714 RPJ 045403-693320 04 54 03.56 -69 33 20.8 5.0 278.0 1 T c, b, s, p
RP1716 RPJ 045424-692942 04 54 24.49 -69 29 42.5 27.0 255.0 21.0 P e, b central zones
RP1783 RPJ 045433-692035 04 54 33.78 -69 20 35.7 7.4 240.1 2.6 P c, s, b, known els, VLE
RP1659 RPJ 045446-701850 04 54 46.81 -70 18 50.4 6.0 245.3 20.7 T e, f, Hα only
RP1709 RPJ 045453-693619 04 54 53.12 -69 36 19.8 8.0 273.1 1.1 T c, f, Hα only
RP1748 RPJ 045503-693210 04 55 03.18 -69 32 10.1 4.5 246.9 16.0 T e, f, Hα only in H ii
RP1756 RPJ 045513-690019 04 55 13.12 -69 00 19.5 6.0 272.9 1 T e, f, Hα only
RP1694 RPJ 045534-700220 04 55 34.74 -70 02 20.3 4.0 245.4 0.9 T e, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1731 RPJ 045646-691928 04 56 46.44 -69 19 28.2 6.3 249.3 1.5 T e, s, halo to west, Hα only
RP1922 RPJ 045728-665347 04 57 28.06 -66 53 47.7 2.7 264.9 33.7 T e, f, diffuse, weak Hα
RP1921 RPJ 045733-665258 04 57 33.21 -66 52 58.5 3.4 321.0 22.7 T e, f, s, Hα only
RP1712 RPJ 045751-693333 04 57 51.56 -69 33 33.1 3.6 201.7 2 T c, f, Hα only
RP1740 RPJ 045754-691421 04 57 54.06 -69 14 21.6 4.2 272.4 1.9 T c, s, b, Hα only
RP1872 RPJ 045828-675646 04 58 28.35 -67 56 46.2 4.0 L ‘hour-glass’, Hα only, halo
RP1807 RPJ 045829-685210 04 58 29.21 -68 52 10.4 4.4 316.3 1.3 T ‘hour-glass’, f, Hα only
RP1808 RPJ 045830-685214 04 58 30.28 -68 52 14.8 2.2 L e, f, s, Hα only
RP1805 RPJ 045855-685036 04 58 55.35 -68 50 36.2 5.0 291.0 18.8 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only, near stars
RP1803 RPJ 045855-685301 04 58 55.80 -68 53 01.6 7.4 301.2 1.4 T e, f, diffuse
RP1876 RPJ 045859-675241 04 58 59.28 -67 52 41.6 3.0 202.3 2.3 T c, f, s, Hα only
RP1930 RPJ 045920-664559 04 59 20.54 -66 45 59.7 3.0 352.0 39 P e, f, s, Hα only
RP1725 RPJ 045934-692242 04 59 34.06 -69 22 42.2 5.0 261.9 17.9 T c, b, Hα only, in H ii stream
RP1904 RPJ 045937-671805 04 59 37.85 -67 18 05.0 7.6 299.6 34.7 T c, b, star to west
RP1697 RPJ 050026-695607 05 00 26.13 -69 56 07.2 10.0 224.9 15.4 T e, diffuse, p,
RP1691 RPJ 05002.-700049 05 00 32.23 -70 00 49.0 4.0 267.8 0.4 P e, f, Hα only, VLE
RP1631 RPJ 050034-705200 05 00 34.46 -70 52 00.1 3.3 293.3 18.0 T c, s, b, Hα only
RP1742 RPJ 050047-691122 05 00 47.57 -69 11 22.0 9.0 260.4 17.7 T e, p, stars near
RP1813 RPJ 050052-684717 05 00 52.13 -68 47 17.2 4.0 298.6 1.1 T c, f, Hα only, between 3 stars
RP1868 RPJ 050058-680748 05 00 58.25 -68 07 48.3 2.3 291.2 15.4 T c, s, b, Hα only
RP1864 RPJ 050108-681337 05 01 08.00 -68 13 37.6 5.5 243.5 2.7 T e, s, b, Hα only
RP1664 RPJ 050118-701251 05 01 18.03 -70 12 51.6 8.7 225.2 52.0 L c, b
RP1638 RPJ 050135-704440 05 01 35.34 -70 44 40.6 5.0 287.2 1.7 T e, f, Hα only
RP1938 RPJ 050142-663556 05 01 42.24 -66 35 56.3 5.0 296.7 24.1 T c, s, f, Hα only
RP1721 RPJ 050148-692413 05 01 48.35 -69 24 13.2 5.0 269.9 1.2 T e, p, halo
RP1743 RPJ 050203-690945 05 02 03.72 -69 09 45.5 5.0 248.0 1 T c, b, p
RP1900 RPJ 050204-673343 05 02 04.64 -67 33 43.6 4.7 278.1 23.9 T e, s, Hα only
RP1791 RPJ 050216-690403 05 02 16.13 -69 04 03.1 5.3 290.9 20.1 T e, s, b, + star
RP1853 RPJ 050230-682848 05 02 30.70 -68 28 48.3 9.0 279.3 1.4 T e, b, + star
RP1749 RPJ 050240-690423 05 02 40.43 -69 04 23.5 6.2 275.5 1.1 T irreg, diffuse, Hα only
RP1660 RPJ 050253-701808 05 02 53.52 -70 18 08.1 6.0 262.2 1.1 T c, s, b, Hα only
RP1771 RPJ 050311-700744 05 03 11.29 -70 07 44.4 5.2 259.4 26.9 T e, b, in H ii
RP1705 RPJ 050335-694201 05 03 35.18 -69 42 01.5 4.5 259.4 1.3 T e, f, Hα only
RP1796 RPJ 050345-690341 05 03 45.64 -69 03 41.6 3.2 291.8 2.7 P c, s, VLE, Hα only
RP1934 RPJ 050345-663915 05 03 45.70 -66 39 15.6 8.0 336.1 51.3 T e, Hα only, bp
RP1760 RPJ 050351-685723 05 03 51.47 -68 57 23.7 12.0 T c, b, hidden
RP1615 RPJ 050415-710717 05 04 15.39 -71 07 17.0 4.8 243.9 15.2 P e, p, in H ii region
RP1720 RPJ 050419-692548 05 04 19.16 -69 25 48.3 9.7 256.9 1.4 T e, b, poss bp
RP1886 RPJ 050421-673809 05 04 21.11 -67 38 09.0 10.0 285.7 4.2 T c, b
RP1634 RPJ 050424-704719 05 04 24.19 -70 47 19.0 4.0 238.6 20.8 P c, f, s, Hα only, in H ii
RP1727 RPJ 050431-691928 05 04 31.94 -69 19 28.0 3.0 265.9 2.4 T c, b, s, Hα only
RP1878 RPJ 050434-675221 05 04 34.21 -67 52 21.7 5.3 252.2 1.9 T c, s, b, p
RP1773 RPJ 050435-700618 05 04 35.07 -70 06 18.9 4.0 244.7 15.1 T e, s, Hα only
RP1726 RPJ 050436-692304 05 04 36.36 -69 23 04.8 5.0 244.1 1.5 T e, s, Hα only, close stars
RP1923 RPJ 050440-664947 05 04 40.38 -66 49 47.9 12.0 P c, fading halo
RP1718 RPJ 050441-692925 05 04 41.51 -69 29 25.5 6.0 255.6 1.2 T e, f, Hα only
RP1696 RPJ 050446-695508 05 04 46.86 -69 55 08.2 5.4 275.8 1.2 T c, b, Hα only
RP1933 RPJ 050447-664030 05 04 47.34 -66 40 30.3 18.0 302.2 27.1 P e, b, large
RP1676 RPJ 050454-704309 05 04 54.67 -70 43 09.5 3.2 272.2 23.4 T e, s, + star
RP1675 RPJ 050454-704332 05 04 54.74 -70 43 32.7 8.0 L e, hidden between 2 stars
RP1819 RPJ 050510-684308 05 05 10.68 -68 43 08.7 6.0 274.9 1.3 T e, b, p
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Cat. Ref IAU Name RA DEC Hα Dia V Verr Verr P Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec helio em ccf
RP1624 RPJ 050531-710206 05 05 31.10 -71 02 06.1 7.0 234.3 1 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1649 RPJ 050551-703443 05 05 51.60 -70 34 43.1 2.2 242.1 1.1 P e, s, p
RP1719 RPJ 050600-692830 05 06 00.37 -69 28 30.1 3.0 262.3 1.7 T e, f, Hα only
RP1753 RPJ 050619-690159 05 06 19.05 -69 01 59.4 4.0 285.1 16.7 T e, s, Hα only
RP1189 RPJ 050622-704155 05 06 22.45 -70 41 55.4 6.7 261.3 0.9 T c, p, ring
RP1823 RPJ 050626-684430 05 06 26.55 -68 44 30.4 9.2 261.6 0.9 T c, s
RP1822 RPJ 050638-684440 05 06 38.01 -68 44 40.9 16.7 271.8 1.4 L irreg, b, stars hide centre
RP1835 RPJ 050644-683813 05 06 44.32 -68 38 13.7 10.4 244.0 1.3 T e, b, + star
RP1759 RPJ 050651-685716 05 06 51.71 -68 57 16.0 6.0 240.4 1.7 T c, b, Hα only
RP1811 RPJ 050701-684659 05 07 01.08 -68 46 59.5 5.0 270.1 0.9 P poss c, hidden
RP1739 RPJ 050706-691329 05 07 06.20 -69 13 29.8 4.0 251.6 1.9 T c, s, p, half hidden
RP1179 RPJ 050725-704845 05 07 25.47 -70 48 45.3 8.5 247.2 0.6 T e, b, s, Hα only, close stars
RP1848 RPJ 050735-682832 05 07 35.11 -68 28 32.7 15.0 230.4 20.0 T c, b,
RP1284 RPJ 050744-693326 05 07 44.35 -69 33 26.4 4.0 306.3 0.9 T c, b, Hα only
RP1862 RPJ 050747-681859 05 07 47.09 -68 18 59.6 14.0 255.4 1.1 T c, b, half hidden, halo
RP1208 RPJ 050750-701705 05 07 50.39 -70 17 05.5 10.8 234.5 15.2 T c, ring, Hα only
RP1310 RPJ 050806-690854 05 08 06.93 -69 08 54.4 4.4 255.8 16.9 T c, s, Hα only
RP1300 RPJ 050827-692526 05 08 27.61 -69 25 26.3 20.0 230.5 1.3 P irreg, b centre, large
RP1323 RPJ 050840-685822 05 08 40.55 -68 58 22.6 2.9 286.5 18.3 T c, s, Hα only
RP1532 RPJ 050844-675352 05 08 44.68 -67 53 52.7 6.0 289.1 18.5 T e, b, p, halo
RP1303 RPJ 050847-692212 05 08 47.60 -69 22 12.3 3.3 252.1 0.9 T e, p, s
RP1550 RPJ 050849-684404 05 08 49.19 -68 44 04.9 7.0 262.2 1 T e, p, in H ii
RP1324 RPJ 050852-690010 05 08 52.78 -69 00 10.9 7.3 288.9 17.1 T e, b, partly hidden
RP1426 RPJ 050902-685103 05 09 02.99 -68 51 03.5 3.6 264.6 16.1 T c, s, Hα only
RP1309 RPJ 050908-691245 05 09 08.83 -69 12 45.4 5.0 247.8 6.3 T e, b, Hα only
RP1559 RPJ 050911-673401 05 09 11.19 -67 34 01.7 2.6 P p, VLE, Hα only
RP1444 RPJ 050915-684358 05 09 15.65 -68 43 58.2 6.6 259.1 1 T c, b
RP1304 RPJ 050915-692143 05 09 15.72 -69 21 43.7 4.0 237.1 1.1 T c, b, s, Hα only
RP1296 RPJ 050927-692351 05 09 27.13 -69 23 51.3 10.0 252.9 0.9 T e, diffuse, f, Hα only
RP1242 RPJ 050945-701234 05 09 45.90 -70 12 34.3 3.6 231.6 0.8 P c, s, Hα only
RP1314 RPJ 050948-690427 05 09 48.69 -69 04 27.9 6.0 249.3 0.8 T e, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1456 RPJ 050951-683708 05 09 51.50 -68 37 08.0 4.5 279.6 18.3 T c, b, s, Hα only
RP1188 RPJ 051006-704335 05 10 06.20 -70 43 35.1 4.0 242.8 1.1 T e, b, Hα only
RP1446 RPJ 051010-684256 05 10 10.07 -68 42 56.3 10.0 273.0 1.2 T irreg, diffuse, f, p
RP1443 RPJ 051023-684618 05 10 23.68 -68 46 18.0 6.0 265.6 17.2 T c, b, Hα only, near b star
RP1267 RPJ 051028-695525 05 10 28.02 -69 55 25.6 12.5 275.0 0.8 T irreg, f, assoc. stars
RP1190 RPJ 051059-703745 05 10 59.84 -70 37 45.9 4.7 229.5 18.8 T e, b, Hα only
RP1418 RPJ 051126-685715 05 11 26.72 -68 57 15.5 4.0 252.2 15.2 T e, s, Hα only
RP1502 RPJ 051135-681727 05 11 35.60 -68 17 27.0 6.0 244.2 0.7 T e, b high [N ii]/Hα
RP1315 RPJ 051144-690520 05 11 44.71 -69 05 20.5 4.7 282.5 0.8 T e, b, bp, Hα only
RP1474 RPJ 051145-683109 05 11 45.00 -68 31 09.0 6.0 260.3 1 T irreg, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1289 RPJ 051146-693040 05 11 46.10 -69 30 40.0 6.0 251.3 1.7 T e, b, s
RP1523 RPJ 051149-675922 05 11 49.08 -67 59 22.2 4.0 254.0 0.6 T c, b, s, Hα only
RP1283 RPJ 051157-693729 05 11 57.28 -69 37 29.0 10.0 242.0 0.8 P irreg, f, diffuse, + star
RP1587 RPJ 051216-664937 05 12 16.77 -66 49 37.1 4.5 239.6 1.2 T c, f, Hα only
RP1308 RPJ 051229-691402 05 12 29.98 -69 14 02.5 2.7 239.0 18.3 T e, b, s, Hα only
RP1317 RPJ 051232-690452 05 12 32.65 -69 04 52.8 10.0 296.2 1 T e, b, Hα only, partly hidden
RP1462 RPJ 051241-683332 05 12 41.49 -68 33 32.6 4.2 278.9 0.8 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1281 RPJ 051250-694152 05 12 50.63 -69 41 52.3 6.0 276.8 1.9 P f, diffuse, behind star
RP1416 RPJ 051304-685812 05 13 04.34 -68 58 12.5 6.6 221.1 10.9 T irreg, f, diffuse
RP1447 RPJ 051324-684315 05 13 24.86 -68 43 15.7 4.5 253.1 0.8 T irreg, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1345 RPJ 051331-693025 05 13 31.55 -69 30 25.1 3.6 257.8 6.5 T e, s, Hα only
RP1601 RPJ 051353-672017 05 13 53.97 -67 20 17.2 4.2 306.5 32.2 P e, s, near star, VLE
RP1488 RPJ 051357-682507 05 13 57.06 -68 25 07.5 6.0 304.4 3.6 T e, s, Hα only, bp
RP1241 RPJ 051402-701532 05 14 02.10 -70 15 32.4 4.6 255.0 15.5 T c, b, s, Hα only
RP1191 RPJ 051404-703751 05 14 04.82 -70 37 51.4 5.3 235.0 22.1 T e, b
RP1168 RPJ 051412-705533 05 14 12.18 -70 55 33.3 5.0 229.6 1 T c, b, Hα only
RP1463 RPJ 051423-683456 05 14 23.23 -68 34 56.4 4.0 274.5 0.6 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1387 RPJ 051449-691908 05 14 49.20 -69 19 08.3 7.4 264.2 19.4 T c, s, b
RP1288 RPJ 051501-693219 05 15 01.81 -69 32 19.3 4.7 287.4 0.8 T e, b, Hα only
RP1465 RPJ 051505-683655 05 15 05.15 -68 36 55.6 2.0 270.2 1.8 T c, s, Hα only
RP1336 RPJ 051539-691332 05 15 39.45 -69 13 32.2 7.7 236.3 19.1 T semi-c, Hα only
RP1512 RPJ 051540-680628 05 15 40.89 -68 06 28.4 4.0 259.4 2.2 L c, weak Hα
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(cont’d)
Cat. Ref IAU Name RA DEC Hα Dia V Verr Verr P Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec helio em ccf
RP1519 RPJ 051549-680445 05 15 49.79 -68 04 45.8 6.2 302.4 0.8 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1440 RPJ 051555-684503 05 15 55.43 -68 45 03.1 4.3 292.2 0.5 T irreg, diffuse, f, Hα only
RP1378 RPJ 051611-692036 05 16 11.03 -69 20 36.5 6.1 264.3 0.7 T e, b, bp
RP1240 RPJ 051638-701411 05 16 38.69 -70 14 11.4 4.0 234.0 2.2 T e, f, Hα only
RP1415 RPJ 051642-685541 05 16 42.05 -68 55 41.3 7.0 249.0 1.4 T c, s, b, halo
RP1508 RPJ 051652-681001 05 16 52.76 -68 10 01.8 3.6 238.1 17.8 L p
RP1337 RPJ 051654-691845 05 16 54.65 -69 18 45.3 5.3 257.3 0.8 T c, b, Hα only
RP1376 RPJ 051704-690051 05 17 04.60 -69 00 51.2 5.6 269.3 1 T c, f, Hα only
RP1438 RPJ 051717-684650 05 17 17.25 -68 46 50.1 3.8 280.1 1 T c, p
RP1439 RPJ 051719-684640 05 17 19.19 -68 46 40.4 2.4 314.0 2 P e, s, weak in Hα
RP1186 RPJ 051746-704119 05 17 46.57 -70 41 19.7 6.0 211.6 1.6 T e, b, Hα only, east of RP1185
RP1185 RPJ 051747-704118 05 17 47.99 -70 41 18.5 8.0 L e, ring-shape, Hα only
RP1375 RPJ 051815-691621 05 18 15.08 -69 16 21.3 3.4 257.3 17.5 P e, VLE, Hα only
RP1259 RPJ 051823-700132 05 18 23.86 -70 01 32.8 5.0 258.6 0.8 T e, f, star west
RP1207 RPJ 051824-702142 05 18 24.58 -70 21 42.6 4.0 262.9 1.3 T c, b, Hα only
RP1584 RPJ 051837-665645 05 18 37.21 -66 56 45.3 3.0 320.0 2.3 T c, s, f, Hα only
RP1528 RPJ 051847-675739 05 18 47.14 -67 57 39.7 3.0 329.7 2.8 T c, p, weak Hα
RP1338 RPJ 051855-693559 05 18 55.49 -69 35 59.2 6.3 257.1 17.7 T e, b, p
RP1201 RPJ 051900-702744 05 19 00.49 -70 27 44.3 4.7 214.8 2 L irreg, f, Hα only, 3 stars
RP1148 RPJ 051901-711535 05 19 01.32 -71 15 35.6 10.0 243.9 18.2 T irreg, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1495 RPJ 051906-682134 05 19 06.88 -68 21 34.4 23.0 292.9 21.1 P c, b
RP1595 RPJ 051916-664000 05 19 16.19 -66 40 00.9 2.5 293.6 2.6 T c, s, f, Hα only
RP1196 RPJ 051916-703237 05 19 16.35 -70 32 37.5 4.0 201.1 1 T c, b
RP2194 RPJ 05198.-694717 05 19 18.44 -69 47 17.2 17.9 P c, large, b
RP1429 RPJ 051918-684911 05 19 18.62 -68 49 11.4 3.3 264.1 0.9 T c, Hα only
RP1579 RPJ 051927-670544 05 19 27.42 -67 05 44.2 3.4 238.4 0.9 T s, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1184 RPJ 051931-704351 05 19 31.33 -70 43 51.5 6.8 240.9 1.1 T c, f, Hα only
RP1192 RPJ 051956-703903 05 19 56.77 -70 39 03.6 2.0 319.2 17.3 T c, f
RP1371 RPJ 051958-694623 05 19 58.03 -69 46 23.3 4.4 250.5 1.3 T c, s, p
RP1197 RPJ 052009-703223 05 20 09.99 -70 32 23.6 4.0 268.0 23.7 T c, s, Hα only
RP1341 RPJ 052011-694028 05 20 11.85 -69 40 28.2 7.4 273.2 0.7 T e,b, + star
RP1434 RPJ 052016-684510 05 20 16.84 -68 45 10.1 2.7 304.5 1 L e, s, M-star west
RP1270 RPJ 052017-695407 05 20 17.62 -69 54 07.7 5.3 231.3 1.1 T e, b
RP1467 RPJ 052020-683421 05 20 20.05 -68 34 21.1 2.6 265.5 1.5 T c, s, Hα only
RP1466 RPJ 052034-683518 05 20 34.75 -68 35 18.1 6.1 231.4 20.2 P c, s, b, VLE
RP1431 RPJ 052035-684901 05 20 35.76 -68 49 01.0 2.8 273.2 0.6 L e, s, weak in Hα
RP1358 RPJ 052049-693413 05 20 49.33 -69 34 13.1 3.0 238.9 0.4 T semi-c ring, Hα only
RP1238 RPJ 052049-701241 05 20 49.90 -70 12 41.9 6.8 304.5 1.4 L e, b, poss halo
RP1354 RPJ 052052-695002 05 20 52.56 -69 50 02.2 6.0 263.7 0.5 T f, semi-c ring
RP1353 RPJ 052059-694749 05 20 59.60 -69 47 49.8 9.3 243.3 1.2 T semi-c Hα ring, small stars
RP1352 RPJ 052100-694907 05 21 00.75 -69 49 07.1 4.2 277.4 1.5 T c, b, s, partly hidden
RP1357 RPJ 052114-693621 05 21 14.37 -69 36 21.4 6.0 268.3 16.3 T e, f, Hα only
RP1246 RPJ 052114-700745 05 21 14.37 -70 07 45.7 4.0 229.8 20.2 T e, f halo
RP1432 RPJ 052115-684823 05 21 15.40 -68 48 23.5 2.0 291.4 0.7 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1245 RPJ 052118-700954 05 21 18.50 -70 09 54.0 2.2 P c, f, + star
RP1540 RPJ 052120-674726 05 21 20.68 -67 47 26.2 9.0 304.9 26.7 P c, b, VLE
RP1541 RPJ 052122-674728 05 21 22.00 -67 47 28.6 3.2 302.2 1.7 L c, s, Hα only
RP1534 RPJ 052129-675106 05 21 29.65 -67 51 06.6 15.7 299.1 18.8 T c, b, large
RP1183 RPJ 052133-704548 05 21 33.11 -70 45 48.3 6.7 256.6 1.1 T c, b, partly hidden
RP1580 RPJ 052141-665931 05 21 41.81 -66 59 31.2 3.0 291.2 16.5 T c, b, s, Hα only
RP758 RPJ 052147-694315 05 21 47.54 -69 43 15.9 16.8 266.3 22.9 T e, b
RP756 RPJ 052150-694334 05 21 50.99 -69 43 34.3 6.0 283.2 1.2 P ireg, f, diffuse
RP850 RPJ 052152-691043 05 21 52.99 -69 10 43.5 4.0 277.5 1.4 T c, Hα only, star north
RP900 RPJ 052158-685859 05 21 58.81 -68 58 59.6 7.0 291.9 0.5 T e, diffuse, Hα only
RP719 RPJ 052212-694957 05 22 12.00 -69 49 57.9 6.0 P e, f halo to east
RP2171 RPJ 05226.-694127 05 22 16.18 -69 41 27.9 10.7 L ’hour-glass’ + 2 stars, Hα only
RP1092 RPJ 052217-664350 05 22 17.98 -66 43 50.9 9.5 250.3 2.4 T c, s, Hα only
RP980 RPJ 052218-680239 05 22 18.54 -68 02 39.2 4.0 296.4 15.2 T irreg, s, Hα only
RP717 RPJ 052218-694945 05 22 18.93 -69 49 45.3 4.7 252.5 16.4 T e, Hα only, f halo
RP714 RPJ 052221-700013 05 22 21.24 -70 00 13.9 4.2 292.5 1.3 T e, f, Hα only
RP590 RPJ 052223-703355 05 22 23.98 -70 33 55.9 4.2 234.5 23.1 T irreg, f, diffuse
RP565 RPJ 052226-703706 05 22 26.45 -70 37 06.9 2.4 P e, s, f
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Cat. Ref IAU Name RA DEC Hα Dia V Verr Verr P Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec helio em ccf
RP1093 RPJ 052231-664621 05 22 31.92 -66 46 21.6 3.5 351.4 44.1 L poss c, half hidden
RP686 RPJ 052238-700420 05 22 38.93 -70 04 20.0 4.7 245.4 17.5 T e, p, partly hidden
RP979 RPJ 052238-675508 05 22 38.96 -67 55 08.6 6.0 315.4 17.5 T c, b, extended halo
RP757 RPJ 052243-693828 05 22 43.94 -69 38 28.1 8.7 254.6 29.4 T c, b
RP1113 RPJ 052249-664055 05 22 49.80 -66 40 55.5 8.1 323.0 21.7 P e, VLE, in H ii region
RP926 RPJ 052252-683805 05 22 52.78 -68 38 05.2 4.2 219.1 34.0 T c∼e, s
RP2172 RPJ 05224.-694036 05 22 54.15 -69 40 36.8 5.3 L poss c, hidden
RP889 RPJ 052307-694004 05 23 07.05 -69 40 04.5 7.5 295.9 20.5 T e, Hα only, near star
RP721 RPJ 052311-694929 05 23 11.32 -69 49 29.2 7.8 281.8 1.3 T c, extended halo
RP676 RPJ 052321-701305 05 23 21.68 -70 13 05.0 3.4 269.5 12 T e, s, Hα only
RP711 RPJ 052332-695831 05 23 32.76 -69 58 31.5 3.0 P c, hidden
RP806 RPJ 052352-692309 05 23 52.89 -69 23 09.6 9.0 250.1 17.7 T c ring , f, Hα only
RP945 RPJ 052400-682731 05 24 00.08 -68 27 31.4 3.3 265.5 24.4 T c, f, Hα only, + star
RP553 RPJ 052401-704046 05 24 01.00 -70 40 46.0 4.0 244.0 24.1 P c, f, VLE, diffuse
RP1095 RPJ 052404-663502 05 24 04.44 -66 35 02.9 4.3 282.9 1 T c, s, b, Hα only
RP803 RPJ 052409-691947 05 24 09.90 -69 19 47.5 6.0 272.7 0.7 T c, s, + star
RP875 RPJ 052410-693811 05 24 10.12 -69 38 11.8 12.1 274.7 21.5 T c, + 2 stars
RP1112 RPJ 052412-672637 05 24 12.28 -67 26 37.5 6.1 310.3 1.6 L c, f, p
RP885 RPJ 052413-694724 05 24 13.56 -69 47 24.6 3.4 235.2 2.3 T e, s, Hα only
RP815 RPJ 052418-691813 05 24 18.53 -69 18 13.4 4.0 275.2 15.6 T c, b, Hα only, some H ii
RP777 RPJ 052418-692806 05 24 18.71 -69 28 06.4 5.2 275.1 0.9 P c, VLE, in H iiregion
RP1078 RPJ 052421-670516 05 24 21.33 -67 05 16.4 2.7 305.5 1.2 T c, s, p
RP872 RPJ 052425-693906 05 24 25.18 -69 39 06.3 10.2 L e, b
RP857 RPJ 052432-690006 05 24 32.84 -69 00 06.2 3.4 272.4 1.3 L p, Hα only
RP856 RPJ 052438-690413 05 24 38.82 -69 04 13.7 11.4 260.0 17.4 T e, + star, in H ii region
RP678 RPJ 052449-701034 05 24 49.71 -70 10 34.9 6.7 259.0 20.2 T e, p, b
RP2147 RPJ 05248.-690304 05 24 58.50 -69 03 04.5 7.3 P c, b, in H iiregion
RP723 RPJ 052504-694833 05 25 04.21 -69 48 33.5 4.7 281.2 24.9 T e, Hα only
RP722 RPJ 052514-694949 05 25 14.19 -69 49 49.4 10.1 266.3 1 T irreg, b, Hα only
RP903 RPJ 052541-684746 05 25 41.39 -68 47 46.9 4.8 281.3 1.1 T e, s, half hidden
RP727 RPJ 052544-695320 05 25 44.66 -69 53 20.5 7.4 277.8 0.8 L c, s
RP1111 RPJ 052558-672413 05 25 58.12 -67 24 13.6 13.0 297.2 1.4 T irreg, b, SW of star
RP671 RPJ 052611-701605 05 26 11.22 -70 16 05.3 5.4 249.6 0.9 T c, Hα only
RP478 RPJ 052612-705855 05 26 12.92 -70 58 55.4 7.0 281.8 1.7 T e, b
RP798 RPJ 052613-692545 05 26 13.74 -69 25 45.1 4.0 332.5 5.9 L c, f, + star, weak Hα only
RP764 RPJ 052616-693800 05 26 16.03 -69 38 00.0 6.0 274.1 18.7 T ’hour-glass’ shape, p
RP680 RPJ 052625-700754 05 26 25.97 -70 07 54.1 4.0 240.2 16.4 T e, Hα only
RP679 RPJ 052626-700805 05 26 26.29 -70 08 05.1 9.4 272.0 19.3 T irreg, Hα only behind stars
RP1081 RPJ 052628-665621 05 26 28.89 -66 56 21.5 5.4 288.1 1.2 T e, f, Hα only, star to west
RP919 RPJ 052637-684034 05 26 37.13 -68 40 34.4 12.0 266.8 1.4 T e, bp, Hα only
RP589 RPJ 052637-702907 05 26 37.58 -70 29 07.0 5.3 261.1 1.8 T c, b, Hα to east
RP561 RPJ 052639-710027 05 26 39.31 -71 00 27.5 4.0 250.5 21.0 T e, f, Hα only
RP970 RPJ 052642-674505 05 26 42.37 -67 45 05.9 3.8 324.4 1.9 P cc, VLE, f, diffuse
RP972 RPJ 052647-675035 05 26 47.93 -67 50 35.9 3.4 292.2 21.5 T c, s, Hα only
RP971 RPJ 052650-674554 05 26 50.44 -67 45 54.5 3.0 312.8 18.7 P c, s, f, Hα only, VLE-Hβ>[O iii]
RP2143 RPJ 05268.-6912 5 05 26 58.76 -69 12 53.9 6.0 L e, b, + 2 stars, in H ii
RP594 RPJ 052711-702623 05 27 11.03 -70 26 23.3 4.3 285.8 1.1 T e, f, Hα only
RP693 RPJ 052720-700023 05 27 20.44 -70 00 23.9 12.7 294.2 0.9 L e, diffuse
RP687 RPJ 052721-700235 05 27 21.19 -70 02 35.9 4.1 273.4 0.8 T e, Hα only
RP958 RPJ 052728-682052 05 27 28.37 -68 20 52.4 2.2 295.5 29.5 L c, s, f
RP474 RPJ 052755-705636 05 27 55.49 -70 56 36.0 1.2 215.3 0.7 P c, s, f, Hα only
RP473 RPJ 052756-705630 05 27 56.45 -70 56 30.6 3.8 L c, s, Hα only
RP460 RPJ 052757-705131 05 27 57.14 -70 51 31.6 6.6 P VLE, f, diffuse
RP607 RPJ 052803-704239 05 28 03.28 -70 42 39.6 4.0 266.3 17.5 T c, b, Hα only
RP2180 RPJ 05284.-685947 05 28 04.93 -68 59 47.1 10.1 L e, b
RP841 RPJ 052808-691021 05 28 08.09 -69 10 21.9 4.0 264.4 16.2 P c, p
RP732 RPJ 052809-695032 05 28 09.30 -69 50 32.2 4.7 249.4 2.3 T c∼e s, Hα only
RP1072 RPJ 052812-670935 05 28 12.41 -67 09 35.0 294.6 1 T e, b, Hα only
RP463 RPJ 052819-705259 05 28 19.32 -70 52 59.2 2.0 272.9 0.6 P e, s, f, Hα only
RP733 RPJ 052830-694814 05 28 30.76 -69 48 14.4 8.0 291.9 17.0 T e, f, Hα only
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Cat. Ref IAU Name RA DEC Hα Dia V Verr Verr P Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec helio em ccf
RP1983 RPJ 05283.-695425 05 28 43.933 -69 54 25.3 P RP695
RP695 RPJ 052844-695422 05 28 44.10 -69 54 22.2 5.4 277.9 0.8 T poss c, hidden
RP1080 RPJ 052846-665440 05 28 46.97 -66 54 40.2 8.0 317.8 0.8 T e, b, f diffuse halo
RP2182 RPJ 05288.-690354 05 28 58.76 -69 03 54.9 10.1 P e, b, in H ii region
RP735 RPJ 052905-694657 05 29 05.06 -69 46 57.4 4.6 266.1 1 T e, p
RP737 RPJ 052913-694428 05 29 13.85 -69 44 28.0 3.4 260.2 1.4 T c, s, f, Hα only
RP692 RPJ 052914-695829 05 29 14.60 -69 58 29.7 7.4 278.8 1.5 T e, b, 3 close stars
RP2184 RPJ 05291.-690220 05 29 21.66 -69 02 20.4 4.3 P e, s, Hα only
RP887 RPJ 052922-690011 05 29 22.39 -69 00 11.8 3.8 272.1 2.1 P e, s, f, p
RP736 RPJ 052933-694531 05 29 33.90 -69 45 31.0 3.4 263.6 1 T e, f
RP1090 RPJ 052937-664216 05 29 37.92 -66 42 16.9 4.4 270.8 16.1 T e, b, Hα only east of RP1086
RP1089 RPJ 052938-664217 05 29 38.95 -66 42 17.4 4.0 L e, b, s, Hα only
RP1088 RPJ 052946-664130 05 29 46.00 -66 41 30.3 4.3 280.1 1.3 T e, s, f, [N ii] only
RP681 RPJ 052946-700735 05 29 46.86 -70 07 35.2 4.7 258.7 1 T e, Hα only
RP1087 RPJ 052947-664130 05 29 47.13 -66 41 30.7 4.0 L e, s, f, Hα only
RP2193 RPJ 05297.-705801 05 29 57.62 -70 58 01.2 5.3 P c, s, Hα only in H ii region
RP523 RPJ 053005-711347 05 30 05.17 -71 13 47.9 5.0 255.8 0.7 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP771 RPJ 053009-693445 05 30 09.20 -69 34 45.1 6.1 P e, b, hidden, VLE
RP427 RPJ 053010-704639 05 30 10.87 -70 46 39.5 7.4 263.3 1.2 T c, b, between 2 stars
RP865 RPJ 053013-690050 05 30 13.12 -69 00 50.0 4.0 284.8 1 T p, b, Hα only
RP1012 RPJ 053022-705848 05 30 22.77 -70 58 48.5 5.0 257.0 16.0 T e, Hα only, in H ii
RP667 RPJ 053026-701501 05 30 26.20 -70 15 01.5 27.0 275.4 1.5 P c, large, weak Hα
RP1079 RPJ 053033-665741 05 30 33.09 -66 57 41.5 4.0 286.8 2.4 L c, p
RP666 RPJ 053043-701515 05 30 43.09 -70 15 15.4 7.4 258.9 20.6 T e, between 2 stars
RP917 RPJ 053044-683853 05 30 44.00 -68 38 53.6 6.0 289.4 0.7 T c, b, some H ii
RP993 RPJ 053054-683422 05 30 54.58 -68 34 22.4 17.0 280.7 2.3 L irreg, b, 2 × p or 2 PNe
RP1071 RPJ 053055-672005 05 30 55.35 -67 20 05.9 7.4 P c, b, + star
RP701 RPJ 053057-694900 05 30 57.42 -69 49 00.7 8.3 259.3 2.2 T e, 3 stars, Hα only
RP916 RPJ 053059-683542 05 30 59.60 -68 35 42.0 10.0 277.4 1.9 T irreg, bp or 2 close Pne
RP833 RPJ 053106-691042 05 31 06.34 -69 10 42.6 4.7 273.2 2.3 P p, VLE
RP931 RPJ 053113-682742 05 31 13.56 -68 27 42.2 5.0 252.7 1.5 P c, VLE-Hβ>[O iii], Hα only
RP445 RPJ 053119-705422 05 31 19.68 -70 54 22.2 3.0 248.3 15.0 L e, f, weak Hα
RP992 RPJ 053120-683134 05 31 20.96 -68 31 34.3 12.0 301.8 1.3 P irreg, VLE-Hβ>[O iii], 2 central p
RP700 RPJ 053129-695042 05 31 29.52 -69 50 42.7 6.4 274.0 1 T e, diffuse, hidden
RP896 RPJ 053134-685245 05 31 34.37 -68 52 45.7 7.2 265.7 1 T c, b, Hα only
RP524 RPJ 053141-711346 05 31 41.82 -71 13 46.7 3.4 243.1 1.7 L c, f
RP1068 RPJ 053143-672132 05 31 43.07 -67 21 32.4 2.0 367.3 1.1 T c, s, f, Hα only, near star
RP1069 RPJ 053143-672129 05 31 43.71 -67 21 29.0 2.0 P e, s, f, Hα only, close to RP1068
RP506 RPJ 053145-711008 05 31 45.02 -71 10 08.1 3.3 P c, s, f
RP748 RPJ 053147-694541 05 31 47.17 -69 45 41.8 4.7 269.0 0.9 T e, Hα only
RP1067 RPJ 053148-672108 05 31 48.11 -67 21 08.3 3.4 354.5 1.5 T c, diffuse, Hα only
RP1066 RPJ 053149-672107 05 31 49.85 -67 21 07.4 2.5 L c, f, Hα only
RP505 RPJ 053150-710955 05 31 50.45 -71 09 55.9 2.3 269.6 0.4 P c, s, f
RP1065 RPJ 053152-672102 05 31 52.40 -67 21 02.9 2.5 P e, s, Hα only east of star
RP415 RPJ 053157-704646 05 31 57.97 -70 46 46.2 4.7 269.8 1.7 T c, s, f, Hα only
RP913 RPJ 053212-683924 05 32 12.51 -68 39 24.4 4.0 274.4 1.5 P c, VLE, s, in H ii region
RP449 RPJ 053228-704728 05 32 28.43 -70 47 28.2 2.5 P c, s, p, weak Hα
RP932 RPJ 053228-682531 05 32 28.78 -68 25 31.5 16.0 283.1 1.7 P c, VLE, f halo
RP525 RPJ 053229-711101 05 32 29.67 -71 11 01.8 7.6 222.7 28.8 T e, f, Hα only
RP790 RPJ 053233-692456 05 32 33.61 -69 24 56.0 4.0 269.4 17.8 L c, s
RP789 RPJ 053235-692542 05 32 35.32 -69 25 42.7 4.0 265.6 16.7 T c, s, Hα only
RP776 RPJ 053239-693152 05 32 39.21 -69 31 52.9 4.0 277.0 33.1 T c, s, p, in H ii region
RP774 RPJ 053239-693049 05 32 39.71 -69 30 49.4 4.7 303.2 2 T c,s, b, some H ii
RP682 RPJ 053241-700951 05 32 41.08 -70 09 51.6 8.0 262.3 0.8 P e, f diffuse halo
RP441 RPJ 053242-703840 05 32 42.82 -70 38 40.5 7.3 240.7 17.2 T e, f, p
RP775 RPJ 053244-693005 05 32 44.40 -69 30 05.5 6.7 259.3 3.2 T c, b, half hidden, in H ii region
RP442 RPJ 053251-703717 05 32 51.35 -70 37 17.0 4.0 250.0 1.9 T e, f, s, Hα only
RP977 RPJ 053252-674108 05 32 52.21 -67 41 08.8 6.0 303.4 1.6 P c, VLE
RP1006 RPJ 053252-701935 05 32 52.39 -70 19 35.0 5.0 273.2 21.3 T e, f, partly hidden
RP440 RPJ 053254-704146 05 32 54.83 -70 41 46.4 5.5 275.3 2.1 T e, f, Hα only
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Cat. Ref IAU Name RA DEC Hα Dia V Verr Verr P Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec helio em ccf
RP791 RPJ 053307-692946 05 33 07.62 -69 29 46.1 4.0 260.1 18.6 L c, s, f, weak Hα
RP1084 RPJ 053308-664806 05 33 08.73 -66 48 06.3 20.0 275.9 2.9 T c arc, Hα only, near b star
RP548 RPJ 053308-711803 05 33 08.75 -71 18 03.3 4.7 225.7 26.7 T e, s, p
RP908 RPJ 053323-683933 05 33 23.15 -68 39 33.8 3.8 334.2 21.1 L c, p, s, stars N & S
RP604 RPJ 053328-712450 05 33 28.13 -71 24 50.7 4.7 199.2 20.3 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP603 RPJ 053329-712451 05 33 29.62 -71 24 51.1 7.0 258.2 18.2 T c, f, Hα only
RP698 RPJ 053329-695228 05 33 29.89 -69 52 28.7 10.8 L poss ds, symbiotic?
RP1106 RPJ 053333-672454 05 33 33.12 -67 24 54.0 8.7 297.5 17.7 L c, b, in H ii region
RP828 RPJ 053340-691250 05 33 40.24 -69 12 50.6 6.7 252.0 39.7 P c, b, some H ii
RP793 RPJ 053441-692630 05 34 41.50 -69 26 30.4 2.4 271.6 1.4 T p, Hα only
RP907 RPJ 053448-684835 05 34 48.01 -68 48 35.2 6.0 283.2 21.5 T c, b, p, in H ii region
RP499 RPJ 053459-710606 05 34 59.44 -71 06 06.8 6.0 251.2 15.9 T c, s, Hα only
RP691 RPJ 053525-695921 05 35 25.85 -69 59 21.5 7.3 259.4 1 T poss c, hidden
RP326 RPJ 053530-673805 05 35 30.21 -67 38 05.9 8.0 308.1 15.1 P c, b, in H ii region
RP363 RPJ 053544-665122 05 35 44.20 -66 51 22.7 4.8 207.9 1.8 P c, f, Hα only
RP530 RPJ 053548-710627 05 35 48.68 -71 06 27.1 7.3 265.9 1.5 T c, p, b
RP347 RPJ 053549-665905 05 35 49.99 -66 59 05.6 8.0 282.8 1.3 T c, b
RP883 RPJ 053556-690045 05 35 56.82 -69 00 45.3 10.1 282.7 21.0 P e, p, b
RP303 RPJ 053602-674516 05 36 02.40 -67 45 16.6 4.0 300.1 33.9 P c, s, f, Hα only, VLE
RP491 RPJ 053611-711719 05 36 11.39 -71 17 19.1 7.3 221.9 15.1 T c, b
RP492 RPJ 053612-711724 05 36 12.56 -71 17 24.6 8.4 P c, b
RP315 RPJ 053614-685627 05 36 14.83 -68 56 27.4 3.0 272.9 16.9 P c, in H ii region
RP312 RPJ 053621-685545 05 36 21.58 -68 55 45.5 4.0 276.4 15.7 L c, b, in H ii region
RP577 RPJ 053632-702925 05 36 32.84 -70 29 25.8 7.3 226.7 18.7 T e, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP232 RPJ 053635-692228 05 36 35.22 -69 22 28.7 6.0 271.9 1.3 L irreg, f, diffuse
RP683 RPJ 053636-700704 05 36 36.08 -70 07 04.7 4.0 272.7 1.5 P e, f, diffuse, Hα only, VLE
RP580 RPJ 053638-702505 05 36 38.29 -70 25 05.5 6.0 267.1 1.2 T e, f, diffuse
RP234 RPJ 053641-692208 05 36 41.16 -69 22 08.3 6.0 278.1 42.7 P e, p, f
RP328 RPJ 053644-673259 05 36 44.47 -67 32 59.2 3.0 280.8 1.4 P e, f, weak Hα
RP259 RPJ 053648-692644 05 36 48.63 -69 26 44.6 5.0 333.1 17.9 P c, s
RP231 RPJ 053649-692355 05 36 49.38 -69 23 55.2 4.0 265.4 22.3 L e, f, in H ii region
RP331 RPJ 053656-673356 05 36 56.55 -67 33 56.2 4.0 292.2 15.3 P e, s, in H ii region
RP265 RPJ 053700-692128 05 37 00.79 -69 21 28.3 5.4 271.4 0.9 T e, p
RP180 RPJ 053701-695436 05 37 01.07 -69 54 36.7 5.4 280.3 1.4 L c, ds
RP296 RPJ 053704-681442 05 37 04.58 -68 14 42.9 3.0 287.8 1.8 P c, f, s, Hα only, VLE
RP641 RPJ 053706-694717 05 37 06.38 -69 47 17.4 6.7 277.0 1 P e, VLE, p
RP228 RPJ 053706-692709 05 37 06.65 -69 27 09.3 4.0 284.4 17.5 P c, f, p
RP26 RPJ 053707-701951 05 37 07.46 -70 19 51.0 4.0 243.4 0.6 T c, s, Hα only
RP493 RPJ 053710-712313 05 37 10.14 -71 23 13.9 4.0 326.8 17.1 T e, s
RP395 RPJ 053710-671323 05 37 10.67 -67 13 23.0 4.0 297.7 1.1 L c, f, s
RP366 RPJ 053713-673415 05 37 13.30 -67 34 15.2 3.5 300.5 18.3 T e, f, Hα only
RP352 RPJ 053714-662654 05 37 14.33 -66 26 54.6 10.0 291.2 1.3 P c, b, f halo
RP148 RPJ 053717-700749 05 37 17.35 -70 07 49.3 10.0 260.1 0.9 L irreg, diffuse, Hα only
RP299 RPJ 053717-675233 05 37 17.88 -67 52 34.0 7.0 286.4 0.6 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP1040 RPJ 053721-700408 05 37 21.05 -70 04 08.4 4.0 260.0 0.6 T e, f, Hα only
RP1037 RPJ 053725-694759 05 37 25.26 -69 47 59.8 4.0 266.3 17.5 T c, s, Hα only
RP266 RPJ 053727-690855 05 37 27.77 -69 08 55.1 9.6 274.8 1.3 P c, in H ii region
RP147 RPJ 053729-700750 05 37 29.28 -70 07 50.9 14.0 T irreg, 3 s stars
RP25 RPJ 053729-701633 05 37 29.44 -70 16 33.0 6.0 287.6 1.5 T c, b centre
RP490 RPJ 053731-711048 05 37 31.73 -71 10 48.8 6.0 289.3 19.5 P c, weak Hα
RP394 RPJ 053745-671153 05 37 45.70 -67 11 53.3 3.5 291.9 1.2 T e, f, Hα only
RP227 RPJ 053746-693153 05 37 46.71 -69 31 54.0 6.7 255.6 15.2 P e, in H ii region
RP283 RPJ 053748-683954 05 37 48.30 -68 39 54.6 4.0 291.6 19.2 P c, s
RP87 RPJ 053810-703245 05 38 10.55 -70 32 45.5 7.0 270.1 15.3 L c, Hα behind 4 stars
RP116 RPJ 053813-703641 05 38 13.48 -70 36 41.0 9.0 256.2 1.3 L c, ring, diffuse
RP1962 RPJ 053816-704203 05 38 16.58 -70 42 03.3 7.1 240.2 26.4 P irreg, VLE-Hβ>[O iii], p
RP223 RPJ 053826-693251 05 38 26.83 -69 32 51.6 7.0 269.2 24.5 P c, in H ii region
RP145 RPJ 053836-701225 05 38 36.31 -70 12 25.1 3.0 239.0 1.1 T e, f, Hα only
RP144 RPJ 053838-701325 05 38 38.28 -70 13 25.5 5.0 280.1 19.8 T e, s, Hα only
RP90 RPJ 053840-701901 05 38 40.85 -70 19 01.4 4.6 236.4 0.5 T e, p
RP247 RPJ 053848-693407 05 38 48.25 -69 34 07.9 4.5 300.9 0.6 P c, s, in H ii region
RP256 RPJ 053851-694451 05 38 51.35 -69 44 51.1 10.1 266.9 0.9 P c, f halo, VLE
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RP89 RPJ 053856-702121 05 38 56.41 -70 21 21.6 6.0 244.5 19.5 T e, Hα only
RP246 RPJ 053857-693356 05 38 57.19 -69 33 56.5 7.0 260.4 1.3 P c, in H ii region
RP219 RPJ 053902-693509 05 39 02.75 -69 35 09.3 3.0 266.1 33.3 P c, p, in H ii region
RP182 RPJ 053905-695045 05 39 05.12 -69 50 45.9 7.0 266.3 1.4 L e, diffuse, Hα only
RP1951 RPJ 053906-711943 05 39 06.94 -71 19 43.5 6.0 270.4 1.8 L irreg, diffuse, f, Hα only
RP218 RPJ 053907-693514 05 39 07.30 -69 35 14.8 14.0 266.8 1.5 P c, b, in H ii region, VLE
RP1024 RPJ 053916-683527 05 39 16.49 -68 35 27.6 4.0 297.5 2.5 T c, Hα only
RP86 RPJ 053922-703124 05 39 22.44 -70 31 24.0 12.0 272.9 0.7 T irreg, f, diffuse, 4 stars
RP268 RPJ 053930-685857 05 39 30.15 -68 58 57.7 4.0 268.8 17.4 P c, ds, in H ii region
RP143 RPJ 053931-700615 05 39 31.25 -70 06 15.4 11.0 264.7 1.8 T irreg, b
RP142 RPJ 053935-700614 05 39 35.17 -70 06 14.3 5.0 258.2 1.0 T e, Hα only
RP624 RPJ 053935-704726 05 39 35.46 -70 47 26.9 10.0 234.5 0.8 T irreg, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP618 RPJ 053942-711044 05 39 42.63 -71 10 44.0 3.2 P c, VLE, f, diffuse
RP35 RPJ 053950-712801 05 39 50.73 -71 28 01.2 7.2 268.6 1.5 T e, circular wings 9.7” x 6”
RP46 RPJ 053952-710902 05 39 52.25 -71 09 02.4 4.0 T e, s, f
RP44 RPJ 053956-710922 05 39 56.44 -71 09 22.6 5.3 238.5 0.9 T e, p
RP393 RPJ 053957-672557 05 39 57.76 -67 25 57.4 9.0 301.0 0.9 T e, b, Hα only
RP242 RPJ 054008-685826 05 40 08.60 -68 58 26.4 7.0 263.5 23.3 P c, b, s, in H ii
RP288 RPJ 054019-682919 05 40 19.60 -68 29 19.9 3.5 P s, f
RP241 RPJ 054020-691300 05 40 20.68 -69 13 00.8 6.0 270.5 15.8 P c, s, in H ii region
RP5 RPJ 054028-705609 05 40 28.10 -70 56 09.1 9.2 248.2 18.7 P irreg, f, d
RP178 RPJ 054028-695439 05 40 28.51 -69 54 39.5 4.6 272.4 17.5 T c, p
RP85 RPJ 054033-703240 05 40 33.57 -70 32 40.3 4.0 278.9 1.7 L c, b
RP1 RPJ 054038-705538 05 40 38.00 -70 55 38.1 13.0 261.2 1.0 L irreg, f, diffuse
RP105 RPJ 054045-702806 05 40 45.26 -70 28 06.7 12.0 248.6 2.2 T e, b, large
RP125 RPJ 054053-704508 05 40 53.51 -70 45 08.2 6.0 261.5 18.3 T c, f, diffuse
RP1018 RPJ 054055-683954 05 40 55.07 -68 39 54.4 4.8 282.6 16.7 P p, s
RP240 RPJ 054055-691409 05 40 55.46 -69 14 09.9 6.0 259.0 16.8 P e, f
RP97 RPJ 054057-701838 05 40 57.75 -70 18 38.0 6.0 240.9 1 P e, VLE, f
RP95 RPJ 054113-702324 05 41 13.73 -70 23 24.7 10.0 254.0 15.8 T e, f, diffuse
RP127 RPJ 054121-710014 05 41 21.22 -71 00 14.1 7.0 245.0 5 L e, Hα only
RP613 RPJ 054124-710030 05 41 24.23 -71 00 30.6 11.5 238.6 18.2 P e, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP72 RPJ 054124-710018 05 41 24.46 -71 00 18.5 7.0 L e, b
RP277 RPJ 054126-684802 05 41 26.63 -68 48 02.6 4.8 276.1 3.4 P c, f, p
RP111 RPJ 054127-703207 05 41 27.52 -70 32 07.9 5.0 264.3 17.5 T e, Hα only
RP397 RPJ 054152-702818 05 41 52.95 -70 28 18.8 5.3 265.5 17.4 T e, Hα only
RP619 RPJ 054153-710415 05 41 53.91 -71 04 15.1 5.4 244.3 20.7 T e, f, Hα only, behind star
RP93 RPJ 054202-702459 05 42 02.16 -70 24 59.7 5.0 271.3 15.8 T c, b
RP614 RPJ 054206-703026 05 42 06.24 -70 30 26.1 10.0 278.5 34.0 T e, hidden by star
RP1046 RPJ 054206-665710 05 42 06.47 -66 57 10.5 4.6 291.6 17.3 T e, f, Hα only
RP622 RPJ 054221-705708 05 42 21.04 -70 57 08.1 7.4 273.2 20.8 T irreg, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP61 RPJ 054226-704940 05 42 26.21 -70 49 40.4 6.5 234.9 20.0 T e, s, p
RP188 RPJ 054232-694024 05 42 32.75 -69 40 24.1 6.0 281.3 24.4 P irreg, VLE, hidden
RP187 RPJ 054236-694023 05 42 36.06 -69 40 23.6 7.0 271.1 7.2 P irreg, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP9 RPJ 054236-702859 05 42 36.49 -70 28 59.3 5.7 269.7 3.6 T c, f, diffuse
RP135 RPJ 054238-700438 05 42 38.83 -70 04 38.4 4.0 271.4 0.6 T c, s, p
RP70 RPJ 054302-703332 05 43 02.15 -70 33 32.2 8.3 237.6 0.9 T e, f, diffuse
RP307 RPJ 054312-675053 05 43 12.41 -67 50 53.4 4.0 305.0 18.5 P e, 3 stars, in H ii region
RP162 RPJ 054317-695651 05 43 17.63 -69 56 51.4 6.1 264.7 0.8 T c, ds, s
RP384 RPJ 054322-670756 05 43 22.56 -67 07 56.1 8.0 293.1 17.3 T e, f, Hα only
RP264 RPJ 054330-692446 05 43 30.29 -69 24 46.5 3.0 279.3 20.7 P e, s, f, Hα only, VLE
RP254 RPJ 054337-692009 05 43 37.07 -69 20 09.8 11.5 248.2 1.5 P c, p, diffuse
RP1958 RPJ 054338-703401 05 43 38.79 -70 34 01.7 7.0 266.6 1.3 P poss c, b, hidden
RP621 RPJ 054346-705804 05 43 46.99 -70 58 04.1 8.7 275.9 15.6 P e, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP203 RPJ 054415-691050 05 44 15.05 -69 10 50.0 9.0 288.3 0.9 T e, diffuse, Hα only
RP251 RPJ 054415-691722 05 44 15.81 -69 17 22.3 10.0 275.4 19.1 P c, b, s, halo, VLE
RP198 RPJ 054419-692442 05 44 19.12 -69 24 42.2 11.7 P VLE, c
RP202 RPJ 054419-691204 05 44 19.63 -69 12 04.7 4.0 291.0 1.3 T e, Hα only
RP62 RPJ 054422-704043 05 44 22.66 -70 40 43.4 6.0 244.1 16.5 T irreg, s, diffuse
RP250 RPJ 054425-691642 05 44 25.37 -69 16 42.9 5.5 258.4 2 P c, ds, symb or PN + star
RP163 RPJ 054428-695443 05 44 28.71 -69 54 43.6 6.7 266.7 0.6 P c, f, Hα only, diffuse
RP359 RPJ 054431-673151 05 44 31.65 -67 31 51.3 5.7 285.0 0.8 T c, f, diffuse, Hα only
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Cat. Ref IAU Name RA DEC Hα Dia V Verr Verr P Comments
J2000 J2000 arcsec helio em ccf
RP637 RPJ 054437-691947 05 44 37.27 -69 19 47.5 5.3 263.3 1.9 T c, s, Hα only
RP189 RPJ 054448-693859 05 44 48.10 -69 38 59.8 10.0 261.0 0.8 P e, in H ii region
RP252 RPJ 054500-691819 05 45 00.21 -69 18 19.2 5.5 263.4 3.5 P c, f, VLE
RP396 RPJ 054501-673034 05 45 01.64 -67 30 34.0 11.0 290.7 18.9 T c, p diffuse
RP263 RPJ 054511-691013 05 45 11.01 -69 10 13.7 3.8 261.2 23.6 P c, s, VLE, in H ii
RP1954 RPJ 054512-705905 05 45 12.53 -70 59 05.5 8.0 265.9 1.3 T e, f, diffuse, Hα only
RP217 RPJ 054515-693837 05 45 15.01 -69 38 37.3 8.0 254.0 1.3 P c, p, in H ii
RP2202 RPJ 054515-694648 05 45 15.80 -69 46 48.4 5.3 L c, p, in H ii
RP615 RPJ 054519-711603 05 45 19.22 -71 16 03.1 7.3 290.0 23.9 T e, b
RP77 RPJ 054534-704303 05 45 34.15 -70 43 03.9 10.0 222.3 1.4 T s, p, diffuse halo
RP620 RPJ 054553-705516 05 45 53.27 -70 55 16.0 6.0 248.3 16.7 T c, diffuse, f, Hα only
RP261 RPJ 054558-690857 05 45 58.15 -69 08 57.5 10.7 230.9 19.3 P e, b, VLE + star
RP1038 RPJ 054606-700457 05 46 06.92 -70 04 57.5 4.5 233.5 21.8 T e, f, Hα only
RP207 RPJ 054614-685350 05 46 14.66 -68 53 50.8 6.0 259.9 1 L c, b, Hα stream to the SE
RP194 RPJ 054621-693531 05 46 21.16 -69 35 31.6 4.6 298.3 16.6 T e, Hα only
RP99 RPJ 054623-702555 05 46 23.95 -70 25 55.8 5.0 306.0 5.8 T c, s, Hα east
RP1955 RPJ 054632-705534 05 46 32.63 -70 55 34.0 5.3 288.6 19.7 T c, s, b, Hα only
RP1956 RPJ 054639-705650 05 46 39.38 -70 56 50.0 5.0 280.5 0.9 T e, s
RP172 RPJ 054653-695133 05 46 53.09 -69 51 33.4 4.0 256.6 1.9 T e, s, f, Hα only
RP103 RPJ 054701-702842 05 47 01.53 -70 28 42.5 6.0 253.1 1.7 T e, b
RP122 RPJ 054728-702015 05 47 28.70 -70 20 15.9 9.0 244.9 20.9 T e, f, diffuse
RP130 RPJ 054819-700523 05 48 19.38 -70 05 23.8 6.0 245.7 25.2 P c, in H ii
RP295 RPJ 054822-675853 05 48 22.26 -67 58 53.2 7.2 306.3 20.7 P c, VLE
RP129 RPJ 054829-700846 05 48 29.12 -70 08 46.5 12.0 234.2 17.4 T e, b, poss. Symbiotic
RP102 RPJ 054920-702809 05 49 20.52 -70 28 09.3 6.0 271.1 1.5 T c, f, diffuse
RP120 RPJ 054931-700945 05 49 31.59 -70 09 45.9 4.7 245.8 1.6 P c, s, in H ii region
RP18 RPJ 054953-700855 05 49 53.13 -70 08 55.6 4.7 233.8 2 T irreg, f, in H ii region
RP1957 RPJ 055004-704035 05 50 04.33 -70 40 35.4 4.6 263.9 19.3 T e, f, Hα only
RP171 RPJ 055059-695824 05 50 59.85 -69 58 24.5 5.4 298.3 6.4 T e, s, Hα only
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